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In the summer of 1996, the Federal Communications Commission
[FCC] took a historic step. More than twenty years after first declaring
that television stations had an obligation to provide educational pro-
gramming for children, the FCC finally answered the question "how
much?" In short, the FCC adopted a guideline of three hours per
week.
While three hours a week may not seem like much, it took no less
than a White House summit in an election year to obtain this result.'
In addition to establishing the three hour guideline, the FCC defined
what programming would qualify and established procedures to in-
crease public monitoring. In exchange, broadcasters agreed not to
challenge the constitutionality of the FCC's decision.
2
The three hour guideline took effect in September 1997. The first
stations to be reviewed under this guideline will file their license re-
newal applications in February 1998.3 Thus it will not be long before
we can begin to assess the impact of the FCC's guideline. To antici-
pate the likelihood of success and possible pitfalls of the FCC's newly
adopted quantitative approach, this article examines the experience of
1. Lawrie Mifflin, U.S. Mandates Educational TV. for Children, N.Y. TIMES, Aug. 9,
1996, at A16. See also James J. Popham, Passion, Politics and the Public Interest: The Peril-
ous Path to a Quantitative Standard in the Regulation of Children's Television Program-
ming, 5 COMM. L. CONSPECrUS 1, 8-16 (1997) (describing events leading up to FCC's de-
cision).
2. See Supplemental Comments of the National Association of Broadcasters, MM
Dkt. No. 93-48, at 2 (1996). This article will not address the constitutionality of the FCC's
order. For a discussion of this issue, compare Reed Hundt & Karen Kornbluh, Renewing
the Deal Between Broadcasters and the Public: Requiring Clear Rules for Children's Educa-
tional Television, 9 HARV. J.L. & TECH. 11 (1996) (arguing for constitutionality), William
E. Kennard & Jonathan E. Neuchterlien, Heeding Congress' Call on Kids' TV, LEGAL
TIMES, Jan. 8, 1996 (arguing that processing guideline would be found constitutional), and
Ronald J. Krotoszynski, Jr., Into the Woods: Broadcasters, Bureaucrats, and Children's
Television Programming, 45 DUKE L.J. 1193 (1996) (arguing that guidelines should be
found constitutional under commercial speech test), with Popham, supra, note 1 at 16-17
(arguing that quantitative standards may violate First Amendment rights of broadcasters
whether or not Red Lion is overturned), and Robert Corn-Revere, Regulation in
Newspeak: The FCC's Children's Television Rules, 268 POL. ANALYSIS (CATO Institute,
Washington, DC) (1997) (arguing that FCC rules violate broadcasters' First Amendment
rights by forcing them to transmit government-approved "educational" programming).
3. License renewals filed prior to that date will still be assessed under the old stan-
dards. For license renewals filed after that date, the guideline will apply only to the portion
of the license term after September 1997. Policies and Rules Concerning Children's Tele-
vision Programming, Report and Order, 11 F.C.C.R. 10660, 10733-34 (1996) [hereinafter
1996 Report and Order].
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a country that has employed a quantitative approach: Australia has
long required commercial television stations to air a specific amount
of children's programming.
This article begins with an overview of the reasons why it is use-
ful for the United States to look to the Australian experience, as well
as some of the limitations. It then sets out the history of children's
television regulation in both countries.4 The final section suggests les-
sons that the United States might draw from the Australian experi-
ence.
Australia's success using a children's programming quota sug-
gests that the FCC's recently adopted guideline will help to increase
the quantity and diversity of children's educational and informational
programming. At the same time, Australia has found that some of the
programs proposed to meet the quota have not satisfied ,its require-
ments for children's programming. By having the regulatory authority
determine in advance of airing whether programming can be counted
toward the quota, Australia ensures that stations air a sufficient quan-
tity of quality children's programming.
The FCC's process for determining whether a program meets its
criteria is quite different. The FCC lets each licensee determine what
programming should be counted toward the guideline, subject to a
possible challenge when the license comes up for renewal. Because
programming is not reviewed prior to airing, other efforts need to be
made to ensure that the programming claimed toward the guideline is
in fact specifically designed to educate and inform children. I recom-
mend that the public and the FCC carefully monitor the claims of
broadcasters during the next few years. I also suggest that the FCC
provide a more specific definition of children's "educational" pro-
gramming and include in that definition some objective measures of
program quality. Finally, I urge that the efforts of licensees be re-
viewed more frequently than every eight years.
I
Relevance of the Australian Experience
Australia has established itself as a leader in the field of chil-
dren's television. As a result, a number of commentators have sug-
gested that Australia provides an appropriate model for the United
4. This article focuses on regulations designed to increase the quantity and quality of
programming available to children rather than on preventing excessive commercialization
or other advertising abuses on children's programming.
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States.5 The premises underlying this article are that the Australian
regulations have worked as intended and that the results have been
beneficial to society.
The Australian Broadcasting Authority believes that the regula-
tions have met the objective of "providing [children with] access to a
variety of quality television programs made specifically for them."
6
Australian stations have complied with the quantitative require-
ments.7 Finally, Australian children seem to have access to a wider
5. See, e.g., EDWARD L. PALMER, TELEVISION & AMERICA'S CHILDREN: A CRISIS
OF NEGLECT 147-48 (1988); CASS R. SUNSTEIN, DEMOCRACY AND THE PROBLEM OF
FREE SPEECH 85 (1993); PATRICIA EDGAR, 13 RE:ACT, No. 1 (1984); Colloquium, Public
Policy to Improve Children's Television: What Other Countries Are Doing, ANNENBERG
WASHINGTON PROGRAM (1989) (the colloquium examined three national examples: Aus-
tralia, Japan and Great Britain).
In March 1995, Australia hosted the World Summit on Television and Children in
Melbourne. One FCC Commissioner, Rachelle Chong, attended the Summit. Perhaps her
experience accounts for the fact that Australian practices are mentioned in both the FCC's
proposal and final order. See Policies and Rules Concerning Children's Television Pro-
gramming, Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, 10 F.C.C.R. 6308, 6322 n.42 (noting Australia
uses icons to identify children's programs) [hereinafter NPRM]; Separate Statement of
Commissioner Rachelle B. Chong, id. at 6373 (noting commercial broadcasters in Australia
are required to air 7.5 hours per week of children's programs); 1996 Report and Order, 11
F.C.C.R. at 10684 n.123 (noting that Australia requires icons to identify children's pro-
gramming). While Australia has generally been cited as providing a positive model, the
FCC cited the Australian experience in a 1984 Report and Order as something to be
avoided. Children's Television Programming and Advertising Practices, 96 F.C.C.2d 634,
650 n.38 (1984), affd, Action for Children's Television v. FCC, 756 F.2d 899 (D.C. Cir.
1985).
6. See, e.g., A Brief History of Standard, ABA UPDATE, Mar. 1995, at 11; Children's
Television Standards, ABA UPDATE, Feb. 1997, at 16 (describing critically acclaimed and
award winning Australian children's programs). A prominent advocate for better chil-
dren's television in Australia makes a somewhat more guarded assessment:
.The system has had moderate success. It has produced a range of Australian
made dramas that have had a ready market overseas. It has stimulated the growth
of the production industry and associated expertise in the area. It has produced
some programs which have found much acceptance by the audience. It hasn't
produced bankruptcy in the [commercial television] industry.
Australian Children's Television Programming, ABA UPDATE, Feb. 1997, at 15 (extract
from paper presented by Barbara Biggins, Executive Director of Young Media Australia,
at Philippine Conference for Children's Television in Oct. 1996). Yet, she concludes that
"if Australia did not have its quota system for children and preschool children firmly in
place .... we would have little else provided for children, than the toy-based cartoons and
programs. Outside the quota program area, that is a reality now." Barbara Biggins, Is Oz
Children's TV Programming Better?, SMALL SCREEN (Young Media Australia, Australia),
Oct. 1996, at 2.
7. A report issued in May 1991 assessing results for the first year of operation under
the new standards found that all licensees complied with the minimum number of hours.
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variety of programming designed for them8 scheduled at more conven-
ient times9 than American children have had in recent years. Fur-
AUSTRALIAN BROADCASTING TRIBUNAL, KIDz TV: AN INQUIRY INTO CHILDREN'S AND
PRESCHOOL CHILDREN'S TELEVISION STANDARDS 61, 67 (1991) [hereinafter KIDZ TV].
In releasing these results, the Tribunal notes that "[d]espite 1990 being a difficult year for
many licensees they have been able to meet and exceed, in many cases by significant
amounts, the minimum requirements set by the Standards." Id. The average was 398.9
hours, greater than the 390 required. Id. at 68. Stations also exceeded the minimum re-
quirements for the Children's (C) drama category. Id. at 62. In recent years, the Australian
Broadcasting Authority (ABA) has limited its monitoring to Sydney, which is the head-
quarters of the Australian networks. Figures show that, with one exception (in 1994 the
Nine Network fell short by one hour in one category), the networks exceeded the minimum
requirements for 1991 through 1995. Australian Content and Children's Television Compli-
ance Figures, ABA UPDATE, Nov. 1996, at 5-9.
8. For example, children's programs broadcast from January 1, 1996 to December
31, 1996by the major network stations in Sydney included the following programs:
1. Preschool programs (These programs are all Australian produced as required under the
new Australian Content Standard): Here's Humphrey; The Book Place; Mulligrubs; Where
You Find the Ladybird; and The Music Shop.
2. First release children's Australian drama: Crocadoo (animation); Ship to Shore III;
House of Fun; Silver Brumby (animation); Rainbow's End (telemovie); Mission'Top Secret;
New Adventures of Black Beauty; The Adventures of the Bush Patro"; Big Ideas
(telemovie); You and Me and Uncle Bob (telemovie); and The Distant Home (telemovie).
3. Australian children's programs: Totally Wild (nature/conservation magazine); A*mazing
(action game show); Goodsports (sport/fitness magazine); Hot Science (science magazine);
Wonder World! (magazine); Guess What (game show); Look Who's Talking (discussions
with children about current affairs/magazine); My Generation (game show); Kids Speak
(issues-based); Blockbusters (game show); Now You See It (game show); Time Masters
(action game show); Total Recall (game show); and Hot Shots (sport/activities magazine).
4. Overseas children's programs: Wishbone (USA); Zoo Life with Jack Hanna (USA);The
Little Mermaid (USA); Space Knights (NZ); Jim Henson's Animal Show with Stinky and
Jake (USA); Doug (USA); Bobby's World (USA); Jack Hanna's Animal Adventures
(USA); and Where in the World is Carmen Sandiego? (USA).
5. Repeat Children's Australian Drama (CAD) programs (Since January 1, 1996, broad-
casters have been required to broadcast at least 8 hours repeat CAD per year): Spell-
binder; Ship to Shore I; Ship to Shore II; New Adventures of Skippy; Glad Rags; Mirror,
Mirror; Miraculous Mellops 2; Deepwater Haven; Kelly 11; Butterfly Island; Clowning
Around; The Time Game (telemovie); Sinbad (animation-telemovie); Puss In Boots
(animation-telemovie); The Emperor's New Clothes (animation-telemovie); Ali Baba
(animation-telemovie); Thumbelina (animation-telemovie); and Black Tulip
(animation-telemovie).
This information, provided to the ABA by commercial television stations in order to
monitor compliance, is from the ABA databases. Even without having viewed these pro-
grams, it is apparent that Australian children have available to them many programs not
available to U.S. children, as well as types of programs generally not available to U.S. chil-
dren on broadcast television. See also Children's Television Standards, ABA UPDATE, Feb.
1997, at 16 (describing critically acclaimed and award-winning Australian children's pro-
grams and listing programs classified by ABA in 1996).
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thermore, additional factors make Australia a practical and useful
case study for comparison. Australia and the United States both began
as British colonies, and thus share the English language and a legal
tradition based on British common law.10 The constitutions of both
countries share fundamental features.11 One significant difference,
however, is that Australia's Constitution contains no explicit guaran-
tee of freedom of speech comparable to the First Amendment to the
United States Constitution.
1 2
9. Most of the Australian children's programs were shown during after-school hours,
whereas most so-called "FCC-Friendly" programs are shown at marginal time periods.
PATRICIA AUFDERHEIDE & KATHRYN MONTGOMERY, THE IMPACT OF THE CHILDREN'S
TELEVISION ACT ON THE BROADCAST MARKET 15-17 (1994) (available from the Center
for Media Education in Washington, DC) [hereinafter CME STUDY].
10. See MARY ANN GLENDON ET AL., COMPARATIVE LEGAL TRADITIONS 279-80
(1985).
11. William Rich, Converging Constitutions: A Comparative Analysis of Constitutional
Law in the United States and Australia, 21 FED. L. REV. 202, 203 (1993). These features
include: 1) a democratically elected legislature consisting of two bodies, one directly cho-
sen by the people and the other representing states and territories; 2) separation of powers
within the federal government; 3) division of power between the federal government and
the states, where the former enjoys enumerated powers and the latter residual powers; and
4) a judiciary. Id. (citing Sir Anthony Mason, The Role of a Constitutional Court in a Fed-
eration: A Comparison of the Australian and United States Experience, 16 FED. L. REV. 1
(1986)).
12. The Australian Constitution, enacted in 1901, blends elements of the British sys-
tem of government with features derived from the United States Constitution. The found-
ers of Australia,,however, specifically rejected the need for a Bill of Rights comparable to
the U.S. Bill of Rights. See Neil Douglas, Freedom of Expression Under the Australian
Constitution, 16 U.N.S.W. L.J. 315, 318-21 (1993); Geoffrey Sawer, The Australian Consti-
tution, AUSTRALIAN GOV'T PUBLISHING SERVICE, Canberra 138-40 (1988); MARK
ARMSTRONG, THE LEGAL CONTEXT 1; William Rich, Converging Constitutions: A Com-
parative Analysis of Constitutional Law in the United States and Australia, 21 FED. L. REV.
202, 203-04 (1993) (pointing out that it was debatable whether adopting a Bill of Rights
would add to protections already embedded within the constitutional structure because the
19th century decisions of the United States Supreme Court offered little support for advo-
cates of individual rights). As Douglas explains:
It is critical to appreciate that the omission from the Australian Constitution of an
express constitutional guarantee of freedom of expression was not the result of an
assessment that freedom of expression was, or should be any less fundamental in
Australian society than in American society. The issue was simply whether the
courts should have a supervisory role over the Commonwealth Parliament in
those matters.
Douglas, supra at 320. Thus, Australia does recognize freedom of speech as an important
aspect of its democracy. However, Australians generally rely on Parliament rather than the
courts to protect that freedom.
Until a few years ago, there was thought to be no recourse to the courts under the
Constitution if Parliament passed a law affecting freedom of speech. However, in several
recent cases, the Australian High Court has ruled that the Australian Constitution contains
In addition, similar structures and processes have been estab-
lished for regulating broadcasting. In both countries, television sta-
tions are licensed for a limited, but renewable term.13 Furthermore,
licensing of television status is administered by an federal administra-
tive agency-the Federal Communications Commission in the United
States and the Australian Broadcasting Authority ("ABA") (formerly
the Australian Broadcasting Tribunal ("ABT")) in Australia. Lastly,
license renewal in both countries is conditioned on some notion of
serving the public interest.
14
an implied freedom of expression, at least concerning political speech. In Australian Capi-
tal Television Pty. Ltd. v. The Commonwealth of Australia (1992) 177 C.L.R. 106, television
stations challenged the Political Broadcasts and Disclosures Act 1991 which prohibited the
broadcasting of political advertisements during election periods, and instead imposed on
broadcasters the obligation to make free time available to political parties and candidates
according to rules established by the Australian Broadcasting Tribunal. In striking down
the new law, the majority found the Political Broadcasts Act impaired the right to freedom
of communication with regard to elections implied in the Constitution.
In Theophanous v. Herald and Weekly Times Ltd. (1994) 182 C.L.R. 104, a case involv-
ing a defamation claim by a political figure, the High Court extended the principle estab-
lished in the Australian Capital Television case beyond elections to political discussion gen-
erally. In a recent case, however, the High Court seems to have limited the availability of
the constitutional guarantee of free speech as a defense in a defamation action. Lange v.
Australian Broad. Corp. (1997) 10 LEGAL REP. 2. But in any case, all three decisions make
it clear that the freedom of expression implied in the constitution does not extend to free-
dom of expression generally, but is limited to "political discussion." Theophanous, 182
C.L.R. at 121 n.58, 123; Australian Capital Television, 177 C.L.R. at 141; Lange, 10 LEGAL
REP. at 7-8. Because Australia's children's programming requirements do not involve po-
litical speech, they are unlikely to be found to infringe any implied constitutional rights.
13. Compare Communications Act of 1934, 47 U.S.C. § 307(c) (1991 & Supp. 1997)
(U.S. broadcast license terms of eight years), with Broadcasting Services Act, 1992, § 45
(Austl.) (Australian five year term for commercial television licenses). Before the Com-
munications Act was amended in 1981 to increase license terms to five years and again in
1996 to increase license terms to eight years, television license terms in the United States
were limited to three years. Similarly, the Australian Broadcasting Act 1942, § 46, which
was superseded by the 1992 Act, provided for three year license terms.
14. Under § 309(a) of the Communications Act, the FCC may grant an application for
renewal of license only where it finds that the "public interest, convenience and necessity
would be served." 47 U.S.C. § 309(a) (1991). The meaning of the public interest standard is
spelled out in a variety of FCC reports and decisions and has changed over time. See, e.g.,
The Revision of Programming and Commercialization Policies, Ascertainment Require-
ments and Program Log Requirements for Commercial Television Stations, 98 F.C.C.2d
1076, 1093 (1984) (renewal standard consists of obligation to address community issues
with responsive programming and compliance with all other legal requirements). License
renewal in Australia traditionally was contingent on a comprehensive review of perform-
ance and a finding, among other things, that the licensee had provided "adequate and
comprehensive service." While many requirements were abolished in the 1992 law, com-
mercial stations are still required to provide an adequate and comprehensive service);
MARK ARMSTRONG ET AL., MEDIA LAW IN AUSTRALIA, at 155 (3d ed. 1995) [hereinafter
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Moreover, the industry structure in both the United States and
Australia is dominated by commercial broadcasting. 5 In the United
States, the majority of broadcast stations are privately owned and op-
erated for-profit. Like the United States, Australia has a long tradition
of commercial broadcasting.16 However, households in the United
States generally have more alternative sources of programming, such
as cable television and Digital Broadcast Satellite ("DBS"), available
to them.17 Finally, commercial broadcasting in both countries is sup-
plemented by publicly supported networks-the Public Broadcasting
Systerm ("PBS") in the United States and the Australian Broadcasting
Corporation ("ABC") in Australia. 18
ARMSTRONG]. Indeed, the Australian Broadcasting Services Act of 1992 requires the
ABA to refuse license renewal where it finds that renewal would lead to a significant risk
of violations of the Act or regulations or a breach of the conditions of license, which in-
clude the duty to provide a service that "contributes to the provision of an adequate and
comprehensive range of broadcasting services." See §§ 47(2), 41(2), 42 & Schedule. 2, Part
3.
15. In contrast, most European countries come from a tradition of "public" broadcast-
ing, and only more recently have added commercial stations. See ERIC BARENDT,
BROADCASTING LAW, A COMPARATIVE STUDY 50-51 (1993) (comparing systems of
broadcasting in Great Britain, France, Germany, Italy, and the United States).
16. MARK ARMSTRONG ET AL., MEDIA LAW IN AUSTRALIA 153 (1983) (noting that
the commercial sector is roughly modeled on the U.S. system). The seven, nine and ten
networks control nearly all stations. Three commercial channels are available in most mar-
kets. ARMSTRONG, supra note 14, at 156.
Thus, in Australia, three networks dominate commercial broadcasting in much the
same way that the NBC, CBS and ABC networks traditionally dominated in the United
States. In recent years, however, the number of stations in major U.S. markets has in-
creased, permitting the formation of a fourth network-Fox-owned by an Australian,
Rupert Murdoch, and the launch of new networks by Paramount and Warner.
17. At the end of 1995, cable television was available to 92.7% of all U.S. television
households and 62.1 million people subscribed to cable. Annual Assessment of the Status
of Competition in the Market of the Delivery of Video Programming, Third Annual Re-
port, 12 F.C.C.R. 4358, 4368 (1997). In addition, as of October 1996, 3.82 million people in
the United States had subscribed to DBS systems and at the end of 1995, 29.2 million U.S.
homes were capable of receiving a wireless cable signal, although only 847,000 people had
subscribed to wireless cable systems. Id. at 4377, 4387-88. Furthermore, 1.05 million people
subscribe to Satellite Master Antenna Television Systems (SMATV). Id at 4403.
In Australia, pay television, which includes cable, MDS, and DBS, is just getting off
the ground. There are five main pay TV operators-Foxtel, Optus Vision, Galaxy, Austar
and East Coast. Together they have achieved only about 8.5% penetration. AUSTRALIAN
PAY TV NEWS, Mar. 28-Apr. 11, 1997, at 11.
18. The ABC was roughly modeled on the BBC. It provides service nationwide and is
non-commercial. It is expected to provide service of interest to the whole Australian com-
munity. While it is government funded, programs and formats are independent of govern-
ment control. See generally MARK ARMSTRONG ET AL., MEDIA LAW IN AUSTRALIA 153,
1997] LESSONS FROM OZ
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Children's Television Regulation in Australia.
Policymakers in Australia have preferred to generally rely on in-
dustry self-regulation, as can be seen in the 1977 Self-Regulatory In-
quiry.19 The Australians determined that while self-regulation might
be desirable in adult broadcasting, it would not work in the area of
children's programming. While Australia has placed greater reliance
on market forces in recent years with the passage of the 1992 Broad-
casting Services Act,20 it still requires that stations air a minimum
quantity of children's programming.
A. History
Regulation of children's television in Australia dates to the intro-
duction of television in 1956. The 1953 Royal Commission on Televi-
sion, charged with making recommendations concerning the introduc-
tion of television into Australia, received submissions from parents
and teachers concerned about the predicted preponderance of Ameri-
can programs and the effects of violence and overt commercialism.
21
The Royal Commission recommended the establishment of a Chil-
dren's Advisory Committee to advise the licensing agency, then
known as the Australian Broadcasting Control Board. In 1956 the
Control Board established a Children's Advisory Committee which
lasted until 1968.22
In that year, the Control Board disbanded the Advisory Commit-
tee and introduced an incentive within the Australian content regula-
tions for airing Australian children's programs.23 The Australian con-
tent regulations require television stations to air a certain percentage
162-63 (1983); ARMSTRONG, supra note 14, at 154-55,161-62.
In addition to the ABC, Australia has a second public broadcasting network, the Spe-
cial Broadcasting Service (SBS). The SBS is modeled on the ABC, but is mainly concerned
with providing multicultural and ethnically diverse programming. ARMSTRONG, supra note
14, at 155. Licenses are granted to organizations serving particular neighborhoods or spe-
cial interests such as classical music, Aboriginal programming or religion.
19. AUSTRALIAN BROADCASTING TRIBUNAL, Self-Regulation for Broadcasters?, A
REPORT ON THE PUBLIC INQUIRY INTO THE CONCEPT OF SELF-REGULATION FOR
AUSTRALIAN BROADCASTERS (1977) [hereinafter 1977 REPORT].
20. Broadcasting Services Act, 1992 (Austl.).
21. DISCUSSION PAPER-REGULATION OF CHILDREN'S PROGRAMS, reprinted in
KIDZ TV, supra note 7, at 331, 333.
22. Id. at 334, 362.
23. Id. at 334.
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of Australian-produced programs.24 The purpose of the Australian
content requirements is to ensure that Australians can view Austra-
lian programs and can see themselves, their lives and their society re-
flected on television.25 However, the incentive adopted by the Control
Board in 1968, which gave licensees extra credit toward meeting the
Australian content quota for airing Australian children's programs,
proved unsuccessful in increasing the amount and quality of children's
programs.
26
In 1971, the Control Board introduced a quota for Australian-
made children's programs consisting of four hours every twenty-eight
days.27 In addition, the Control Board set up a second advisory com-
mittee. This second advisory committee issued several reports criticiz-
ing stations' failure to provide locally produced programming de-
signed specifically for children at suitable times for children. As a
result, the Committee recommended changes in the regulation. 28
. Although the second advisory committee was disbanded in 1973,
the Control Board increased the Australian children's programming
quota to six hours per twenty-eight days in 1974, and again to ten
hours in 1976.29 But in 1977, the Control Board permitted broadcast-
ers to include overseas material in the ten hours of children's pro-
gramming, effectively reducing Australian content. At the same time,
in response to scheduling concerns, it required children's quota pro-
grams to be shown between 4:00 p.m. and 7:30 p.m.
30
24. The Australian content standards have been revised several times, most recently
in September, 1995. ABA, AUSTRALIAN CONTENT, REVIEW OF THE PROGRAM
STANDARD FOR COMMERCIAL TELEVISION, FINAL REPORT, Sept. 1995. According to the
the ABA, "[t]he object of the standard is to promote the role of commercial television in
developing and reflecting a sense of Australian identity, character and cultural diversity by
supporting the community's continued access to programs produced under Australian
creative control." Id. at 1. Under these new standards, which took effect January 1, 1996,
broadcasters must meet two main requirements. First, 50% (increasing to 55% in 1998) of
all programming shown between 6:00 a.m. and midnight must be "Australian program-
ming." There are several different ways that programming can qualify as Australian, but in
general, the programming must be made under Australian creative control. The second
requirement is that broadcasters must meet quotas for minimum amounts of first release
drama, children's (including children's drama) and documentary programs. Id. at 25-28.
25. DISCUSSION PAPER, supra note 21, at 331-38.
26. Id. at 334.
27. Id. at 335. Children were defined as primary school age, i.e., 6-13 years of age, be-
cause this age group was perceived as being the most deprived of specific programming. Id.
28. Id. at 335.
29. Id. at 336.
30. Id.
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1. 1977 Self-Regulation Inquiry
In 1977, the Control Board was replaced by the Australian
Broadcasting Tribunal, with a ministerial directive to inquire into li-
censees' self regulation of program standards.31 The Tribunal was
charged with determining "whether broadcasters should be allowed to
regulate themselves in certain areas and, if so, what the minimum
standards should be."
32
The Tribunal determined that self-regulation would not work in
all areas of broadcasting because of the natural conflict between the
needs of commercial organizations and the interests of the public. The
community could not reasonably expect broadcasters to immediately
regulate themselves in such areas as Australian content, children's
programs or advertising, where their necessary and justifiable desire
for profits could be in conflict with their acknowledged social respon-
sibilities. 33 The Tribunal recommended three key provisions concern-
ing children's television which were introduced in 1979.
First, the Tribunal established the C classification indicating that
programs are specifically for children. Since most programming shown
on commercial television in Australia is classified according to the ap-
propriate audience, the effect of this decision was to add a new classi-
fication.34 The idea was "to provide parents and children with the in-
formation that certain programs have been designed with the interests
and needs of children in mind. The current "G" classification merely
indicates that a program is not considered unsuitable for children, but
gives no indication of the actual nature of the program. '35
31. See 1977 REPORT, supra note 19.
32. Id. at 7.
33. Id.
34. The present classification scheme consists of four categories: 1) General (G) pro-
gramming cannot contain "any matter likely to be unsuitable for children to watch without
the supervision of a parent"; 2) Parental Guidance Recommended (PG) may contain adult
themes but must remain suitable for children to watch under the guidance of a parent; 3)
Mature (M) is recommended for viewing only by persons aged 15 or over; and 4) Mature
Adult (MA) is suitable for viewing only by persons aged 15 or over. Factors considered in
classification include violence, sex and nudity, language, drugs and suicide. The Code of
Practice delineates the time periods within which each classification may be aired. For ex-
ample, MA programming may only be aired after 9:00 p.m. and before 5:00 a.m. News, cur-
rent affairs and live sporting programs are not classified. COMMERCIAL TELEVISION
INDUSTRY CODE OF PRACTICE § 2 (Aug. 1993).
35. 1977 REPORT, supra note 19, at 64.
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Second, the Tribunal established the C time period from 4:00 p.m.
to 5:00 p.m., Monday through Friday.36 The effect of permitting only C
programs to be aired during C time was to require each station to air
five hours per week of C classified programming. The Tribunal gave
three reasons for this requirement: first, many children watched tele-
vision unsupervised after school; second, children were likely to
choose adult programs if available; and third, competitive pressures
from adult programs were shown to have a negative effect on the
transmission of children's programs.
37
Finally, the Tribunal established the Children's Program
Committee ("CPC") to formulate guidelines and criteria for C classi-
fication programs and to view all programs proposed for transmission
in C time to determine whether they qualified.38 The CPC had seven
members, all appointed by the Tribunal.39 Four came from the public
and three from industry.40 CPC members were expected to bring
"considerable expertise to select programs which will attract, enter-
tain, delight, inform and enrich children."
41
2. 1984 Children's Television Standards
In 1982, the CPC issued a report recommending that the Tribunal
adopt a series of standards.42 The Tribunal subsequently issued draft
standards in 1983. After receiving public comment on the draft and
with a promise to evaluate the standards after two years, the Tribunal
issued standards in 1984. 43
The 1984 Children's Television Standards continued to require
that stations broadcast only C programs from 4:00 to 5:00 p.m. each
36. Id.
37. Id. The Tribunal rejected proposals to make C time two hours, i.e., from 4:00-6:00
p.m., as economically unfeasible. Id.
38. 1977 REPORT, supra note 19, at 23. Conflicts would be referred to the Tribunal for
decision. Id. at 24.
39. Id. at 23.
40. Id.
41. Id.
42. Standards are the functional equivalent of what are called regulations in the
United States. Different versions of the Children's Television Standards, along with vari-
ous reports and explanatory material, have been compiled into a two-volume report. KIDZ
TV, supra note 7. Citations to the standards and related documents will be to pages in
KIDz TV.
43. DISCUSSION PAPER, supra note 21, at 337-338.
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weekday." In addition, licensees were required to show a minimum of
thirty minutes of preschool (P) programs between 9:00 a.m. and 4:00
p.m. each weekday.45 Thus, the 1984 standards mandated a minimum
of 7-1/2 hours per week (on weekdays) of programming specifically
designed for school age and preschool children.
46
3. The 1989 Children's Television Standards
In February 1987, the Tribunal initiated an inquiry into the effec-
tiveness of the children's TV standards.4 7 After considering extensive
comments, the Tribunal issued revised standards in 1989, which took
effect January 1, 1990. The 1989 Children's Television Standards
("CTS") stated their objective that "[c]hildren should have access to a
variety of quality television programs made especially for them, in-
cluding Australian drama and non-drama programs."
48
In its report, the Tribunal found that "[c]hildren have particular
needs and interests in relation to television, however they do not have
the purchasing power to make them attractive as a discrete group to
advertising buyers."49 Thus, the Tribunal concluded that "industry
initiative and market forces cannot be relied on, to the same extent as
with the adult audience, to provide programs to meet the special
needs of the child viewer."
50
The 1989 revisions were intended to spur a greater commitment
of resources to children's programming by giving broadcasters greater
flexibility.51 While the total amount of children's programming was
not changed from the 1984 Standards, broadcasters were given more
leeway in terms of scheduling. CTS 3 requires each licensee to air at
44. Children's Television Standards (CTS) 3, reprinted in KIDZ TV, supra note 7, at
313.
45. Preschool Children's Television Standards (PTS) 3, reprinted in KIDz TV, supra
note 7, at 325.
46. The 1984 standards expanded the earlier regulations by requiring that 50% of C
programs be first release Australian programs and that each licensee televise a minimum
of eight hours of first release Australian children's drama per year. DISCUSSION PAPER,
supra note 21, at 337. The 1984 Standards are reprinted in KIDZ TV, supra note 7, at Ap-
pendix B.
47. CHILDREN'S TELEVISION STANDARDS (1989), reprinted in KIDZ TV, supra note 7,
at 41 [hereinafter 1989 STANDARDS].
48. Id. at 41.
49. DECISION AND REASONS (Nov. 1989), reprinted in K1DZ TV, supra note 7, at 25,
27.
50. Id.
51. Id. at 29.
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least 260 hours of C programs and 130 hours of P programs per year.
52
This averages out to about five hours per week of C programming and
two and one-half hours per week of P programming. But instead of
having to air only C programming between 4:00 and 5:00 p.m. on
weekdays, stations were permitted to establish their own C time
within the C time bands, which included both a wider time period on
weekdays as well as times on weekends and holidays.
5 3
B. The Current Standards
Despite major deregulation of broadcasting in Australia, the 1989
CTS remain in effect today.54 In 1992, Parliament passed the Broad-
casting Services Act. This Act replaced the Tribunal with the smaller
Australian Broadcasting Authority ("ABA") and dramatically re-
duced the amount of regulation in most areas.55 However, the 1992
Act specifically directed the ABA to determine standards for com-
mercial television broadcasters with regard to programs for children
52. 1989 STANDARDS, supra note 47, at 44.
53. CTS 1(a), reprinted in KIDZ TV, supra note 7, at 42. The time band for P pro-
gramming was also expanded from 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m., Monday to Friday. Id. Broad-
casters were required to notify the Tribunal of the times within the C and P time bands that
they had scheduled C and P programs. CTS 3(e)(ii). Only programs broadcast in accor-
dance with that schedule would count toward the quota. CTS 3(f) at 45. However, broad-
casters were permitted to displace C programs to allow live coverage of an event of na-
tional importance or live coverage of major sports events, provided certain conditions
regarding notification were met. CTS 3(i)-(I) at 45.
54. Some minor revisions have been made to the standards. See, e.g., KIDZ TV, supra
note 7, at ch. 4.
55. The general concept underlying the 1992 Act is that the amount of regulation
should be proportional to the amount of influence exercised. See Broadcasting Services
Act, 1992, §§ 3(d), 4 (Austl.). Thus, broadcasters are divided into six different categories:
national broadcasting (e.g., ABC and SBS); commercial broadcasting, community broad-
casting, subscription broadcasting, subscription narrowcasting, and open narrowcasting. Id.
§ 11. Since commercial broadcasters exercise the greatest influence, they are subject to the
greatest amount of regulation. The last three categories are new services with limited in-
fluence, and thus are subject to only minimal regulatory requirements. See generally
ARMSTRONG, supra note 14, at 154-58.
Many of the program content issues formerly handled by the Tribunal are now the
subject of industry specific codes. Each broadcasting sector is charged with developing
codes of practice which must be submitted to the ABA for approval. For example, the
Federation of Australian Commercial Television Stations (FACTS) has developed a code
of practice for the commercial television industry. Once the code has been approved,
complaints alleging breaches of the code must first be made to the licensee. If the licensee
fails to respond within a certain period of time, or does not respond in a manner satisfac-
tory to the complainant, the complainant may take the complaint to the ABA.
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and Australian content of programs.56 The accompanying Broadcast-
ing Services (Transitional Provisions and Consequential Amend-
ments) Act 1992 carried over the existing standards for administration
by the ABA.57 Thus, the ABA continues to enforce the 1989 Chil-
dren's Television Standards with variations necessitated by the
changes to the Australian Content Standard adopted in 1995.58
Currently, the CTS require each commercial television station to
air a minimum of 390 hours of children's programs per year.5 9 Each
station must air at least 130 hours of programming for preschool chil-
dren ("P" programs) and 260 hours for school-age children ("C" pro-
grams). 60 Each station is required to air P and C programs during
specified time periods. Moreover, both P and C programs must be
broadcast for a continuous period of not less than thirty minutes.61
Each licensee must furnish the ABA with a schedule showing when it
will broadcast P and C programs, and only programs broadcast accord-
ing to the schedule will count toward the minimum requirements. 62
56. Broadcasting Services Act, 1992, § 122(2)(a) (Austl.). The Explanatory Memo-
randum to the Broadcasting Service Bill 1992, explains that "[a]reas such as Australian
content, children's programs, taste and decency, and advertising, are matters of community
concern which could conflict with a service provider's responsibility to its shareholders to
maximise profits." Therefore, Part 9, which directs the ABA to determine standards for
Australian content and children's programs while letting the industry develop codes of
practice with regard to other types of programs, "aims to balance the cost and benefits of
the community's regulatory needs with the profit-based nature of a commercial service
provider." See Gordana Marin, Regulatory Framework, in ABA UPDATE (Mar. 1995) 12
(noting that the children's and Australian content standards were retained "in recognition
of the potential for conflict between broadcasters' commercial imperative and the public
interest.").
57. Broadcasting Services (Transitional Provisions and Consequential Amendments)
Act, 1992, § 21 (2) (Austl.).
58. Broadcasting Services Act, 1992, § 127 (Austl.). This change in the CTS was gazet-
ted as "Children's Television Standards (Variation)" on December 15, 1995. The variation
came into effect on January 1, 1996, at the same time as the new Australian Content Stan-
dards. See supra note 24. The major changes included expanding the C band and P band
time periods, requiring that all P programs to be Australian, and increasing the amount of
first release Children's Australian Drama (CAD) programs shown each year. ABA
REPORT, supra note 24.
59. The CTS define children as "people younger than 14 years of age" including both
primary school and preschool children. CTS 1(1) [citations to the CTS in this section refer
to the Children's Television Standards published by the ABA on January 1, 1996].
60. CTS 3(1)(b).
61. CTS 3(1)(c).
62. CTS 3(e) & (f).
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Furthermore, all P programs must meet the Australian content
standard.6 3 At least thirty minutes of P programs must be broadcast
each weekday during the P period, defined as 7:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. on
weekdays. 64 At least 130 hours per year of C programs must be broad-
cast on weekdays between 7:00 and 8:00 a.m. or 4:00 and 8:30 p.m.,
and the remaining 130 hours per year must be broadcast during the C
band. The C band is defined as 7:00 a.m. to 8:00 a.m. and 4:30 p.m. to
8:30 p.m. Monday to Friday and 7:00 a.m. to 8:30 p.m. Saturday, Sun-
day and school holidays.65 At least half of the C programs must be first
release Australian programs,66 and some component of these must fit
the definition of Children's Australian Drama ("CAD").
67
CTS 2 defines a "C" program as one which:
a) is made specifically for children or groups of children within pre-
school or primary school age range;
b) is entertaining;
c) is well produced using sufficient resources to ensure a high stan-
dard of script, cast, direction, editing, shooting sound and other pro-
duction elements;
d) enhances a child's understanding and experience; and
e) is appropriate for Australian children.
68
At the time of their adoption in 1989, the Tribunal explained the
basis for these criteria in the Decision and Reasons and the Explana-
tion of Standards. 69 The first criterion-that programming be made
specifically for children-was intended to alleviate "confusion be-
tween programs that children like and programs that are made specifi-
cally for them. They are not mutually exclusive but just because chil-
63. CTS 3(c)(b).
64. CTS 3(1)(d); CrS 1(1).
65. CTS 3(c); CTS 1(1).
66. CTS 3(3)(a). See ABA REPORT, supra note 24.
67. CAD programming is programming that is classified a C program, meets the re-
quirements for an Australian program under the Australian Content Standards, and "in the
opinion of the ABA [is] a fully scripted screenplay or teleplay in which the dramatic ele-
ments of character, theme and plot are introduced and developed so as to form a narrative
structure." CTS 11. In 1996, stations were required to air 24 hours of CAD. Australian
Content Standard 12. This requirement increased to 28 hours in 1997 and 32 hours in 1998.
Id. Also, broadcasters are required to broadcast at least eight hours of repeat CAD pro-
grams per year. Australian Content Standard 13.
68. CTS 2.
69. See DECISIONS AND REASONS, EXPLANATION OF STANDARDS, reprinted in KIDZ
TV, supra note 7.
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dren enjoy certain types of programs it does not follow that they are
specifically for them.
70
As to the second criterion that a program be "entertaining," the
Tribunal explained, "a children's program can be drama or non
drama, designed to educate or to be just good fun, but the aim of all C
and P programs should be to entertain children." 71 Regarding the
third criterion that the program be well-produced, the Tribunal rec-
ognized that "although money does not necessarily equate with
'quality,' it is accepted that without the commitment of sufficient re-
sources the high production values required would be difficult to
achieve.,,
72
To meet the fourth criterion-enhancing a child's understanding
and experience-program producers are expected to "understand the
emotional, intellectual, social and other characteristics relevant to
specific age groups of children and create and broadcast programs that
address the specific needs and interests of those children. 73 Finally, as
to the last criterion, the Tribunal expressed concern that programs
produced in other countries may assume knowledge and understand-
ing of the country of origin that Australian children may not haiVe. 74 It
also reminds producers to take into account the "multicultural nature
of Australia.
'" 75
Rather than leave it to the broadcaster to determine whether a
program meets the CMS 2 criteria, the ABA makes this determination
in advance of a program's airing.76 In fact, the 1992 Act specifically
allows the ABA to determine a standard "in relation to programs for
children," 77 thus permitting the ABA to determine whether a program
meets the standard prior to broadcast. This is the only area where the
ABA has the power to classify programs prior to broadcast.78 Refusal
to classify a program as C or P does not mean that the program cannot
70. EXPLANATIONS OF STANDARDS, reprinted in KIDZ TV, supra note 7, at 69, 71.
71. DECISION AND REASONS, reprinted in KIDz TV, supra note 7, at 25, 30.
72. Id.
73. Id.
74. Id. at 31.
75. Id.
76. CTSI(1) defines a C program as one which meets the criteria under CTS 2 "and
has been so classified by the ABA." For a description of how the classification process
works, see supra text accompanying notes 60-61.
77. Broadcasting Services Act, 1992, § 129 (Austl.).
78. Id.
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be aired, but only that a licensee cannot count it toward the C or P
quota.
In addition, the ABA monitors stations' compliance with the
quota on an annual basis. There has been only one case in, which a
station failed to meet a quota.7 9 Failure to comply with program stan-




Children's Television Regulation in the United States
In the United States, the FCC first clearly articulated its public
policy goals for children's television in a 1974 Policy Statement.
81
Those goals could not be enforced, however, because of the decision
to rely on broadcasters' self-regulation. In 1979, the FCC's Children's
Television Task Force found that there had been a market failure in
children's programming that warranted quantitative regulation.
8 2
However, during the Reagan and Bush Administrations, the FCC re-
jected the Task Force's conclusions, and reaffirmed its faith in market
forces.83 Now, under the Clinton Administration, the FCC has moved
away from reliance on market forces by suggesting that each station




From the earliest days of broadcasting, service to all substantial
groups in a community has been considered an essential ingredient of
79. ABA, Australian Content and Children's TV Compliance Figures, News Release,
Oct. 28, 1996. In 1994, TCN Channel Nine, licensee of the Nine Network's Sydney station,
fell one hour short of meeting the 260 hour quota for C programming. Id.
80. In this case, TCN did not lose its license. Id. TCN claimed that "the shortfall was
inadvertant and was due to the over-run of international sporting events," and agreed to
make up the shortfall. Id. But the ABA noted that "[alctions open to the ABA in the event
of future breaches include placing additional conditions on the network's licenses, referring
the matter to the Director of Public Prosecutions for prosecution in the courts and suspen-
sion or cancellation of licenses." Id.
81. 50 F.C.C,2d 48 (1974).
82. TELEVISION PROGRAMMING FOR CHILDREN: A REPORT OF THE CHILDREN'S
TELEVISION TASK FORCE (Oct. 1979) [hereinafter TASK FORCE REPORT].
83. See infra text accompanying notes 113-16.
84. See infra text accompanying notes 162-65.
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a broadcast licensee's public interest responsibilities.8 5 During the
1950s, when television first became widely available, stations aired a
relatively large quantity and wide variety of children's programs.
86
In 1960, the FCC first recognized children's programming as a
distinct program category. The 1960 En Banc Programming State-
ment, which set out licensees' public interest responsibilities, included
"programs for children" among the types of programming that a
broadcast station would normally be expected to provide.8 7 During the
late 1960s, however, stations began cutting back on the amount of
children's programming, particularly on weekdays.88 In 1970, Action
for Children's Television ("ACT") brought attention to the dearth of
children's weekday programming by filing a Petition for Rulemaking
with the Federal Communications Commission. ACT requested,
among other things, that broadcasters be required to provide daily
children's programming totaling at least fourteen hours per week and
that this programming be designed for specific age groups.
89
The FCC sought public comment on ACT's proposals. Based on
the overwhelming response indicating that existing programming for
children presented serious quantitative and qualitative problems, the
85. See, e.g., Great Lakes Broad. Co., 3 F.R.C. ANN. REP. 32, 34 (1929), rev'd on other
grounds, 37 F.2d 993 (D.C. Cir. 1930), cert. dismissed, 281 U.S. 706 (1930).
86. See EDWARD L. PALMER, TELEVISION AND AMERICA'S CHILDREN: A CRISIS OF
NEGLECT 21-22 (1988); NANCY SIGNORIELLI, A SOURCEBOOK ON CHILDREN AND
TELEVISION 2-4 (1991); NEWTON N. MINOW & CRAIG L. LAMAY, ABANDONED IN THE
WASTELAND 41 (1995). One reason that children's television attracted little public con-
cern in the 1950s was because not much was known about the impact of television on chil-
dren. Thus, there was no empirical basis for criticizing any adverse effects or demonstrat-
ing the value of television. Also, children had not yet been identified by advertisers as a
valuable target audience. See Dale Kunkel, Crafting Media Policy, 35 AM. BEHAV. SCI.
182 (1991).
87. Commission En Banc Programming Inquiry, Report and Statement of Policy, 44
F.C.C. 2303,2314 (1960).
88. By the end of the 1950s, broadcasters no longer needed to promote children's and
family programming as a means of enticing potential television buyers because television
ownership had reached a saturation point. Also, broadcasters realized that the popular
mid-afternoon and morning time-slots, previously used for children's programming, drew
increasingly greater advertising revenues when scheduled with soap operas (which are very
inexpensive to produce) or morning news programs. See PALMER, supra, note 86 at 21-22.
See also, MINOW, supra note 86, at 41, 45.
89. Notice of Inquiry and Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, 28 F.C.C.2d 368 (1971).
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FCC initiated a rulemaking proceeding9° . which resulted in the issu-
ance of the 1974 Policy Statement. 91
1. 1974 Policy Statement
In the 1974 Policy Statement, the FCC put broadcasters on notice
that they have a "special obligation to serve children." 92 It explained
that "because of their immaturity and their special needs, children re-
quire programming specifically designed for them,"'93 and found that
"educational or informational programming for children is of particu-
lar importance." 94 It concluded that "the use of television to further
the educational and cultural development of America's children bears
a direct relationship to the licensee's obligation under the Communi-
cations Act to operate in the 'public interest.'
95
Noting that some stations provided no programming for children,
the FCC stated that it expected stations "to make a meaningful effort
in this area." 96 The FCC further found that "over the years, there have
been considerable fluctuations in the amount of educational and in-
formational programming carried by broadcasters-and that the level
has sometimes been so low as to demonstrate a lack of serious com-
mitment to the responsibilities which stations have in this area."
97
Thus, in the future, the FCC warned, "license renewal applications
should reflect a reasonable amount of programming which is designed
to educate and inform-and not simply to entertain." 9 The FCC
added that "some effort should be made for both pre-school and
school aged children." 99 Finally, noting the recent tendency to sched-
ule the majority of children's programming on Saturday and Sunday
mornings, the FCC declared that it was not a "reasonable scheduling
90. Id.
91. Children's Television Report and Policy Statement, 50 F.C.C.2d 1, recon. denied,
55 F.C.C.2d 691, affd sub nom. Action for Children's Television v. FCC, 564 F.2d 458
(D.C. Cir. 1977).




96. Id. at 6.
97. Id.
98. Id. (emphasis added).
99. Id. at 7. The FCC noted that "[a]ge specificity is particularly important in the area
of informational programming because pre-school children generally cannot read and oth-
erwise differ markedly from older children in their level of intellectual development." Id.
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practice to relegate all of the programming for this important audi-
ence to one or two days."'
1
Nonetheless, the FCC concluded that it was not necessary to
adopt rules prescribing a set number of hours of children's program-
ming.101 In part, it wished to avoid adopting rules in this "sensitive
First Amendment area."'1 2 It also stated that "every opportunity
should be accorded to the broadcast industry to reform itself because
self-regulation preserves flexibility and an opportunity for adjustment
which is not possible with per se rules." 103 However, the FCC warned
that it expected broadcasters to "take immediate action in the direc-
tion of bringing their . . . programming practices into conformance
with their public service responsibilities," and that it would evaluate
their efforts in the future.
104
ACT appealed the Policy Statement to the D.C. Circuit arguing,
among other things, that the FCC abused its discretion in adopting
unduly vague guidelines rather than formal rules to remedy what was
acknowledged to be a substantial and serious problem."0 5 Relying on
the FCC's representations that it would continue its overall monitor-
ing of the industry in addition to ad hoc review of particular cases, the
court concluded:
[W]hile we believe that the Commission may well have adequate
authority to regulate in this area.... we see no compelling reason
why the Commission should not be allowed to give the industry's
self-regulatory efforts a reasonable period of time to demonstrate
that they will be successful in rectifying the inadequacies of chil-
dren's television identified in the Report.1
0 6
100. 50 F.C.C.2d at 8.
101. Id. at6.
102. Id. The FCC stated the rules would probably be necessary if it banned advertising
on children's programs as requested by ACT. But since it did not, it concluded that the
commercial marketplace would provide incentives for children's programs. Id.
103. 50 F.C.C.2d at 18.
104. Id. at 19. Several petitions for reconsideration were filed urging the FCC to estab-
lish specific amounts and types of programming as a prerequisite for license renewal.
Memorandum Opinion and Order, 55 F.C.C.2d at 692. The Commission restated its view
that "the question [of amount] can be handled appropriately on an ad hoc basis." Id. at
693. Moreover, it was just starting to receive more information on children's programming
because of revision of the license renewal form and it planned to revisit the area when
more data had been collected. Id.
105. Action for Children's Television v. FCC, 564 F.2d 458,468 (D.C. Cir. 1977).
106. Id. at 480.
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But self-regulation did not work. In early 1978, based on studies
indicating that many licensees were not in compliance with the Policy
Statement, ACT filed a petition with the FCC asking it to reopen the
children's television rulemaking. In response, the FCC issued a Sec-
ond Notice of Inquiry'0 7 and established a Children's Television Task
Force to assess compliance with the Policy Statement.
The Task Force issued a five volume report which concluded that
broadcasters had failed to comply with the Policy Statement's pro-
gramming guidelines.1" 8 The Task Force recommended that the
Commission adopt, at least for the short term, mandatory program
rules because of what it termed "market failure." 1°9 Specifically, the
staff recommended a rule requiring five hours per week of educational
or instructional programming for pre-school children and two and
one-half hours per week for school-age children that would be aired
between the hours of 8:00 a.m. and 8:00 p.m. weekdays.
110
In late 1979, the Commission issued a Notice of Proposed Rule-
making which sought comment on the Task Force's findings and rec-
ommendations.111 Noting that the industry had not complied with its
existing children's programming policies, the FCC proposed a range of
policy options, including a requirement that each station air a mini-
mum quantity of children's educational programming as a condition of
renewal.112
107. 68 F.C.C.2d 1344 (1978).
108. 1 TASK FORCE REPORT 2, supra note 82. The Task Force found that the overall
amount of programming available for children increased by 0.8 hours per week from 1973-
74 to 1977-78. However, the amount of network-originated children's programming had
decreased. Id. at 3. In addition, the Task Force found no significant increase in the amount
of educational programming for children. 2 TASK FORCE REPORT, supra note 82, at 18, 23,
25. Moreover, the Task Force concluded that "scheduling patterns of the network affiliate
serve children poorly because they fail to reflect children's viewing patterns. Saturday
morning, when networks air the bulk of their program schedule, represents only 8 percent
of children's total weekly viewing. Preschool and school-age children do 44 and 58 percent,
respectively, of their weekly television viewing after 4:30 p.m. when almost no children's
programs are shown." 1 TASK FORCE REPORT, supra note 82, at 37.
109. 1 TASK FORCE REPORT, supra note 82, at 75-80.
110. Id.at76.
111. 75 F.C.C.2d 138 (1979).
112. Id. at 147-52. Another option was to employ a quantitative processing guideline.
Id. at 149. Under a guideline, stations airing a certain number of hours of children's educa-
tional programming would be renewed automatically by the FCC staff. Stations falling be-
low the line would have to be reviewed by the full Commission and would have to demon-
strate how they met the needs of the child audience. Id. at 150. Other options included
retaining the Policy Statement, rescinding or modifying the Policy Statement and increas-
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These proposals were made toward the end of the Carter Ad-
ministration. After soliciting several rounds of written comments and
holding hearings, the FCC did nothing. In 1983, the FCC, now under
Republican leadership, held an en banc hearing to update the record.
Finally, in January 1984, the FCC issued a Report concluding the
rulemaking proceeding.
1 13
2. 1984 Report and Order
Over the strong dissent of Commissioner Rivera, the 1984 Report
and Order rejected the imposition of any quantitative program re-
quirements and weakened the already weak 1974 Policy Statement'
14
The majority criticized the Task Force for failing to consider 1) the
growth in the number of commercial stations; 2) programming on
noncommercial stations; 3) programming available on cable, and 4)
child viewing of "family" programs." 5 The Commission concluded
that there was "no national failure of access to children's program-
ming that requires an across-the-board, national quota for each and
every licensee to meet., 116 Indeed, it found no need for "increased
regulatory concern or involvement.""' 7
At the same time, the Commission seemed to go out of its way to
lay out legal and practical objections to any quantitative requirements.
First, it argued that quantitative requirements would not address the
fundamentalproblem. It claimed that despite the focus on quantity in
the comments, "much of the actual concern has only to do with the
availability of 'quality' children's programming, programming that
through its educational, intellectual, or cultural content is mentally or
developmentally uplifting to the child audience." 118 It asserted that a
truly content-neutral analysis of service to the child audience would
find that audience well served because "children watch enough televi-
sion."11 9 Reasoning that mandatory program requirements cannot
ing the number of video outlets in an attempt to encourage more children's programming.
Id. at 147-49.
113. Children's Television Programming and Advertising Practices, 96 F.C.C.2d 634
(1984), affd sub nom. Action for Children's Television v. FCC, 756 F.2d 899 (D.C. Cir.
1985) [hereinafter 1984 Report].
114. 96 F.C.C.2d at 634.
115. Id. at 644.
116. Id. at 648.
117. Id. at 647.
118. Id. at 648.
119. Id. at 649.
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"achieve their intended objective in the absence of some control over
or attention to the issue of quality," and accepting the Task Force's
conclusion that "fundamental issue[s] of . . .quality cannot be ad-
dressed," the Commission concluded that attempts to regulate quan-
tity would be useless.
120
The Commission also rejected the use of the term
"educational/instructional" as a proxy for programming that would be
socially beneficial to the child audience.12 1 It suggested that it is too
difficult to define what is educational or instructional, noting that
children can learn "fundamental truths about human relations and
about the essential character of the American people" from enter-
tainment programs intended for an adult audience.
122
The Commission pointed out that program quota systems have
historically been viewed with disfavor 123 and would raise "serious First
Amendment concerns." 124 It also expressed concern that quantitative
rules would result in a decrease in program quality.
1 25
While rejecting any specific program or scheduling requirements,
the Commission nonetheless reaffirmed that "the child audience is a
unique one that warrants special programming attention from licen-
sees."1 26 It concluded that "there is a continuing duty, under the public
interest standard, on each licensee to examine the program needs of
the child part of the audience and to be ready to demonstrate at re-
newal time its attention to those needs."'127 In considering those needs,
however, a licensee would be permitted to take into account what




122. Id. at 650. The Commission cites the example of an episode of Happy Days, an
adult program, in which the Fonz obtained a library card and inspired many children to do
likewise. Id. at n.39.
123. 1984 Report, supra note 113, at 651.
124. Id. at 652.
125. Id. at 653. The Commission also expressed concern that quantitative requirements
would run counter to the trend toward program specialization, which held the best promise
for serving children in the long run. Id. at 654.
126. Id. at 655.
127. Id. at 656.
128. Id. In his dissent, Commissioner Rivera characterized the majority's decision as:
nothing more than a fig leaf to clothe the nakedness of the new policy .... The
barrenness of the vestigial children's obligation becomes quickly evident... when
one reviews what a broadcaster need not do under the terms of the Report and
Order. Licensees need not air programs designed to meet children's -unique
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3. Children's Television Act of 1990
Given the lack of responsiveness at the FCC, advocates for chil-
dren's television turned to Congress.129 They found supporters in Rep-
resentative Timothy Wirth, chairman of the House Subcommittee on
Telecommunications from 1981 to 1986, and Representative Ed Mar-
key, who succeeded Wirth as chairman in 1987.
Representative Wirth introduced several bills that would have
imposed specific quantitative requirements as a condition of license
renewal. 30 These bills faced strong objections from broadcasters. Af-
ter Wirth's election to the Senate, the new Chairman of the House
Subcommittee, Representative Markey, crafted a compromise that
ultimately led to passage of the Children's Television Act of 1988.111
At the negotiating sessions convened by Representative Markey in the
spring of 1988:
[T]he original proposal on the table was still the hour-a-day re-
quirement for children's programming that traced back to ACT's
initial petition submitted to the FCC almost 20 years earlier. Subse-
quent drafts dropped the quantifiable dimension entirely, simply re-
quiring each station to provide "programming specifically designed
to serve the educational and informational needs of children in its
overall programming." The final product, however, was even less
rigorous, requiring that each station serve "the educational and in-
formational needs of children in its overall programming." This
needs. Nor are they obliged to air programming geared to specific age groups, or
children's programs that are informational or educational. Apparently, broad-
casters will be found responsive to unique needs of children as long as they air
programming that children watch, whatever that may be. In sum, while a broad-
caster has a "special" duty to children.... nothing special is required to fulfill it!
Id. at 661. Commissioner Rivera stated that he would have preferred adoption of a process-
ing guideline and explained why, in his view, such a guideline presented no insurmountable
legal or practical problem. Id. at 667-74.
129. For a fascinating account of the machinations leading up to the passage of the
Children's Television Act of 1990, see Kunkel, supra note 86.
130. See, e.g., Children's Television Education Act of 1983, H.R. 4097, 98th Cong., 1st
Sess., 129 CONG. REC. H8080 (1983) (required that broadcasters provide a minimum of
one hour of educational/informational programming for children a day); Children's Tele-
vision Education Act of 1985, H.R. 3216, 99th Cong. (1985) (imposing guidelines of seven
hours per week of educational/informational programming, five of which must be during
weekdays); S. 1505, 100th Cong. (1987) (requiring that FCC designate for hearing renewal
application from licensee that failed to broadcast a minimum of seven hours per week, five
of which must be on weekdays, of programming specifically designed to serve educational
and informational needs of children and which is directed to specific age groups).
131. H.R. 3966, 100th Cong. (1988); S. 2071, 100th Cong. (1988).
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compromise language gained the backing of Markey, ACT, and the
broadcasting industry.
132
Despite the vagueness of this language, President Reagan
pocket-vetoed the measure, stating that "conditioning license renewal
upon the federal government's determination as to the adequacy of a
licensee's programming would violate the First Amendment.'
'133
In the next Congress, Representative Markey moved quickly to
pass the bill again. In the Senate, Senators Wirth and Inouye at-
tempted to pass a stronger version of the 1988 Act:
With the compromise forged by Markey now in danger of collapsing,
the broadcast industry began to negotiate with Inouye to try to
modify his measure.... With the broadcasters arguing for a re-
quirement that stations serve the needs of children through their
overall programming and Inouye holding out to require programs
specifically designed for children, a decision was finally reached to
link the two concepts together.
134
This resulted in the language ultimately contained in the Chil-
dren's Television Act of 1990 ("CTA").135 The CTA requires the
Commission, in reviewing applications for license renewal, "to con-
sider the extent to which the licensee has served the educational and
informational needs of children through the licensee's overall pro-
gramming, including some programming specifically designed to serve
such needs."'
136
President Bush refused to sign the bill, citing his belief that it
violated the First Amendment.137 However, the bill became law with-
out his signature.
138
132. Kunkel, supra note 86, at 190.
133. Memorandum of Disapproval for the Children's Television Act of 1988, 24
WEEKLY COMP. PRES. DOC. 1456 (Nov. 5, 1988).
134. Kunkel, supra note 86, at 194.
135. Pub. L. No. 101-437, § 102, 104 Stat. 996-1000 (1990) (codified as amended at 47
U.S.C. §§ 303(a), 303(b), 394(1991)).
136. 47 U.S.C. § 303(a)(2)(1991). There were three other key provisions in the bill.
First, the FCC was directed to adopt rules limiting the number of commercial minutes in
children's programming. Pub. L. No. 101-437, § 102, 104 Stat. 996, 996-97 (codified as
amended at 47 U.S.C. § 303(a)(1991)). Second, the FCC was directed to complete its
pending rulemaking on program length commercials. Id. § 104. Third, the Act established
an endowment to fund the production of children's programming. Id. §§ 201-03.
. 137. Statement on the Children's Television Act of 1990, 26 WEEKLY COMP. PRES.
DOC. 1611-12 (Oct. 17, 1990).
138. 47 U.S.C. §§ 303(a), 303(b), 394 (1991).
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4. FCC Implementation
The crucial task of implementing the CTA fell to the FCC. The
FCC initiated a rulemaking in November 1990 seeking comment on
how to define children, what programming is educational, and how
much educational programming for children would be required.13 9 A
number of commentors asked the Commission to adopt quantitative
processing guidelines along the lines proposed in the 1979 Notice of
Proposed Rulemaking ("NPRM"). 140 However, the Commission re-
jected this suggestion, citing legislative history suggesting that Con-
gress meant for no minimum amount criterion to be imposed.' 41 The
Commission also noted that the amount of children's educational pro-
gramming necessary to comply would vary depending on a variety of
other circumstances, including a station's non-broadcast efforts in
support of children's programming which the Act specifically ac-
knowledges could fulfill part of a licensees' obligation.1 42 Thus, the
FCC merely required stations to keep records describing their chil-
dren's educational and informational programming, to make these re-
cords available to the public, and to submit a summary of their pro-
gramming response with their applications for license renewal. 43
The FCC defined children's educational programming broadly as
"programming that furthers the positive development of children 16
years of age and under in any respect, including the child's intellec-
tual/cognitive, or social/emotional needs."'" Determination of what
programming met this definition was left to the broadcasters 1 45
139. Policies and Rules Concerning Children's Television Programming, Notice of Pro-
posed Rulemaking, 5 F.C.C.R. 7199 (1990).
140. See, e.g., Comments of National Association for Better Broadcasting et al., MM
Dkt. No. 90-570 (filed Jan. 30, 1991).
141. In re Policies and Rules Concerning Children's Television Programming, Report
and Order, 6 F.C.C.R. 2111, 2115 (1991) [hereinafter 1991 Report and Order]. The FCC
restated its refusal to utilize processing guidelines on reconsideration, agreeing with broad-
caster commenters who opposed a quantitative standard on the grounds that standards
would conflict with Congressional intent, limit broadcasters' programming discretion, and
might have the unintended effect of placing a ceiling on the amount of educational and in-
formational programming broadcast. In re Policies and Rules Concerning Children's Tele-
vision Programming, Memorandum Opinion and Order, 6 F.C.C.R. 5093,5100 (1991).
142. 47 U.S.C. § 303(b)(1) (1991).
143. 1991 Report and Order, 6 F.C.C.R. at 2116.
144. 47 C.F.R. § 73.671(c) (1996) (defining children as including up to age sixteen). Cf.
1991 Report and Order, 6 F.C.C.R. at 2114 (defining children as twelve and under).
145. See 47 C.F.R. § 73.671.
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5. FCC Considers Revising its Regulations
In the fall of 1992, when the Children's Television Act had been
in effect for one year, Georgetown University Law Center's Institute
for Public Representation and the Center for Media Education
("CME") conducted a study of how stations were serving the educa-
tional and informational needs of children.'46 They analyzed the lists
of programs submitted by licensees with renewal applications and
found that overall, television broadcasters were not making a serious
effort to serve children's educational and informational needs. 47
Representative Markey invited CME to present this study to
Congress in a hearing held in the spring of 1993.148 Based on the
IPR/CME study, the Congressional hearings, and the FCC's own re-
view of license renewals, the FCC launched an inquiry to determine
whether it should change its method of enforcing the CTA.14 9 The
Commission noted that "where the CTA has imposed specific, palpa-
ble performance standards-as it has with respect to commercial time
limits in children's programming-broadcasters' compliance rate ap-
pears to be quite high."'150 Thus, it concluded that "both the Commis-
sion and licensees might benefit from further efforts to exemplify and
define the CTA's programming requirements.'
151
The FCC sought comments on two proposals. First, it proposed
that broadcasters rely primarily on "standard-length programming
that is specifically designed to serve the educational and informational
needs of children."'15 2 Second, it proposed to "adopt staff processing
guidelines specifying an amount and type of children's programming
that would permit staff grant of a license renewal application meeting
146. Institute for Public Representation and Center for Media Education, A Report on
Station Compliance with the Children's Television Act (Sept. 29, 1992) [hereinafter
IPR/CME STUDY].
147. Id. at 3. This report received extensive coverage in the press. See, e.g., Edmund L.
Andrews, Broadcasters, to Satifsy Law, Define Cartoons as Education, N.Y. TIMES, Sept.
30, 1992, at Al; Joe Flint, Study Slams Broadcasters' Kids Act Compliance, BROAD-
CASTING, Oct. 5, 1992, at 40.
148. Hearings Before the House Subcomm. on Telecommunications and Findings. of the
Comm. on Energy and Commerce, No. 103-27, 103rd Cong. 1st Sess. 7-19 (Mar. 10, 1993).
149. In re Policies and Rules Concerning Children's Television Programming Notice of
Inquiry, 8 F.C.C.R. 1841 (1993).
150. Id. at 1842.
151. Id.
152. Id.
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the guideline, while applications not satisfying the processing criteria
would be subject to further review."
153
Broadcasters opposed further specification of program require-
ments, while educational groups, parents, and public interest groups
supported refinement of the obligations as proposed by the FCC.
Similar views were expressed at a second congressional hearing on
children's television held in June 1994.154 There, Chairman Markey
noted that:
[s]ome people have misstated the Act with respect to the FCC's
authority to impose minimum guidelines. While it is true that the
legislation does not require the FCC to set quantitative guidelines, it
also does not preclude it. The FCC should exercise its discretion in
this regard based on what it determines is necessary to accomplish
the purposes of the Act.
155
After consideration of the comments and testimony, the FCC is-
sued a NPRM in May 1995.156 The NPRM set forth three options: 1)
further monitoring; 2) a processing guideline of three hours per week;
and 3) a program standard of three hours per week. 57 The difference
between a standard and a processing guideline is that under a standard
each station would be required to show that it had met the standard in
order to be renewed, while under a processing guideline stations
meeting the guideline would automatically be renewed by the FCC
staff, and stations not meeting the guideline would be subject to closer
scrutiny by the full Commission to demonstrate compliance with the
CTA in other ways.'
58
Comments were filed on this proposal in the fall of 1995. Yet it
took almost another year for the Commission to finally adopt rules.
After the departure of one of the five commissioners in the spring of
153. Id. at 1843.
154. Hearings Before the Subcomm. on Telecommunications and Findings of the Comm.
on Energy and Commerce, 103rd Cong., No. 103-121 (June 10, 1994).
155. Id. at 3.
156. Polices and Rules Concerning Children's Television Programming, Notice of Pro-
posed Rulemaking, 10 F.C.C.R. 6308 (1995).
157. Id. at 6336-39.
158. Typically, a guideline is implemented through a delegation of authority. The
Commission delegates authority to the staff to renew stations meeting the guideline. Sta-
tions not meeting the guideline will be referred to the Commission for review. There are
many ways apart from meeting the guideline that a station might fulfill its obligations to
serve children. For example, it might support program efforts of other stations in the mar-
ket or engage in substantial community activities that enhance the value of its children's
educational programming. See 1996 Report and Order, 11 F.C.C.R. at 10724.
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1996, the Commission was deadlocked two to two. An unusual public
dispute developed between Chairman Hundt and Commissioner
Quello. 159 To break the deadlock, Representative Markey undertook
to demonstrate to the Commissioners that Congress supported mov-
ing to quantifiable minimum guidelines. In May 1996, Markey sent a
letter to the FCC signed by 220 Members of the House, both Republi-
can and Democrat, urging the adoption of a three hour per week
guideline. 16° This led Commissioner Quello to reconsider his long-
standing opposition to guidelines.1 61 Finally, after President Clinton
convened a White House Summit, the broadcast industry backed off,
and a compromise was reached. As explained by the General Counsel
of the trade association of independent broadcast stations:
[B]roadcast executives invited to the White House hardly relished
the prospect of being chastised by a popular president in such a pub-
lic setting. Broadcast industry lobbyists also saw significant risk in
further delaying what already appeared inevitable. If, as anticipated
President Clinton was re-elected in November, he would appoint
two new Commissioners, both of which likely would share his posi-
tion on children's television. If anything, a FCC without former
broadcaster Jim Quello might be inclined to adopt even more strin-
gent requirements. Therefore, neither the broadcast industry nor the
White House remained willing to leave the issue of children's televi-
sion to the bickering, deadlocked Commission any longer.
1 62
The FCC issued its new rules in August 1996;163 no party appealed or
sought reconsideration.
B. The Current Standards
Under the processing guideline adopted by the FCC, licensees
Who fall into Category A or B can have their licenses renewed by the
159. See Popham, supra note 1, at 11-15; Edmund L. Andrews, A Bitter Feud Fouls
Lines at the FC.C, N.Y. TIMES, Nov. 20, 1995, at Dl; Chris McConnell, Anatomy of the
Kids War, BROADCASTING & CABLE, June 24, 1996, at 22; Chris McConnell, Fight Heats
Up Over Kids TV, BROADCASTING & CABLE, July 22, 1996, at 12.
160. Markey Claims House Majority for 3-Hour Kidvid Limit, COMM. DAILY, May 30,
1996, at 1.
161. Paul Farhi, Way Cleared for Rule on Children's TV, WASH. POST, June 15, 1996, at
Al.
162. Popham, supra note 1, at 15. See also FCC Urged to Accept White House Kidvid
Compromise, COMM. DAILY, July 30, 1996; Chris McConnell & Harry A. Jessell, Kids TV
Accord Reached, BROADCASTING & CABLE, Aug. 5, 1996, at 5.
163. 1996 Report and Order, 11 F.C.C.R. at 10660.
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FCC staff.164 Stations that have aired three hours per week of "core"
programming, averaged over a six month period fall into Category A.
Category B stations are those that have aired "somewhat less than
three hours per week of core programming... [that] show that they
have aired a package of different types of educational and informa-
tional programming that demonstrates a level of commitment to edu-
cating and informing children that is at least equivalent to airing three
hours per week of core programming. '" 165 Applicants who do not fit
within either category will be referred to the full Commission for an
opportunity to demonstrate compliance with the CTA in other
ways.
166
"Core" programming must meet six criteria: 1) have as a signifi-
cant purpose serving the educational and informational needs of chil-
dren ages 16 and under;167 2) specify the program's educational and
informational objective and target age group in the licensees' written
children's programming report;168 3) be aired between the hours of
7:00 a.m. and 10:00 p.m.;169 4) be regularly scheduled;170 5) be at least
thirty minutes in length;171 and 6) be identified as educational and in-
formational children's programming at the beginning of the program
and make available necessary information for listing the programs as
such in program guides.
172
Most of these definitional elements involve an objective inquiry.
For example, under the third criterion, either the program was aired
between 7:00 a.m. and 10:00 p.m. or it was not. The first element how-
ever, involves two subjective judgments: first, whether the program-
ming is educational and informational, and second, whether educating
or informing is a "significant purpose" of the program.
164. Id. at 10718-24.
165. Id. at 10723.
166. Id. at 10724. Popham, the General Counsel to the trade association of independent
stations, asserts that "[n]o station licensee is likely to test the 'Category B' option, much
less opt for full Commission review." Popham, supra note 1, at 21. Thus, the practical effect
of the guideline is that stations will offer no more and no less than three hours of core pro-
gramming per week. Id. at 19.
167. 1996 Report and Order, 11 F.C.C.R. at 10700.
168. Id. at 10704.
169. Id. at 10706.
170. Id. at 10710.
171. Id. at 10713.
172. Id. at 10714.
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The Commission rules give little guidance as to either inquiry.
The rules adopted in 1991 had defined educational and informational
programming as "any television programming which furthers the
positive development of children sixteen years of age and under in any
respect, including the child's intellectual/cognitive or social/emotional
needs."' 73 After concluding that this definition "does not provide li-
censees with sufficient guidance,"' 74 the FCC modified the definition
by replacing the phrase "positive development" with "educational and
informational needs."'175 In other words, the FCC now defines educa-
tional and informational programming as programming that serves the
educational and informational needs of children.
176
The Commission explains that the "significant purpose" criterion
is designed to encourage programming that educates and informs but
also is entertaining and attractive to children. 177 However, it never
explains how it will determine whether education is a significant pur-
pose.
The Commission emphasizes that whether programming qualifies
as educational does not depend in any way on the topic or view-
point. 178 The determination of whether a program meets the first cri-
terion is to be made by the broadcaster, subject to community and
FCC review.
179
[W]e will ordinarily rely on the good faith judgment of broadcasters,
who will be subject to increased community scrutiny as a. result of
the public information initiatives.... We consequently will rely pri-
173. Id. at 10698 (emphasis added) (citing 47 C.F.R. § 73.671(c)).
174. Id. at 10696.
175. Id. at 10698.
176. The 1974 Policy Statement provided some guidance as to what was included in the
educational category. There, the FCC noted that educational programming "does not mean
that stations must run hours of dull 'classroom' instruction. There are many imaginative
and exciting ways in which the medium can be used to further a child's understanding of a
wide range of areas: history, science, literature, the environment, drama, music, fine arts,
human relations, other cultures and languages, and basic skills such as reading and mathe-
matics which are crucial to a child's development." Children's Television Report and Policy
Statement, 50 F.C.C.2d at 7. Yet, when commenters suggested that it return to this ap-
proach, the Commission declined, characterizing it as too limiting. NPRM, 10 F.C.C.R. at
6328.
177. 1996 Report and Order, 11 F.C.C.R. at 10700-01. At best, one can infer that the
requirement that education be a significant purpose requires somewhat less than a showing
that education is the primary purpose, since the FCC declined to adopt its initial proposal
that education be the "primary purpose." See supra note 152 and accomanying text.
178. 1996 Report and Order, 11 F.C.C.R. at 10699, 10701.
179. Id. at 10701.
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marily on such public participation to ensure compliance with the
significant purpose prong of the definition of core programming,
with Commission review taking place only as a last resort.
180
The second element-specifying the educational objective in
writing-is intended to help licensees focus on children's specific edu-
cational needs as well as to help parents better understand and evalu-
ate licensees' responses.181 Reporting the target audience is intended
to make it possible to determine whether children of different ages are
receiving adequate service.
182
The third element-scheduling-is designed to ensure that edu-
cational children's programming is aired when children are able to
watch it.18 3 Originally, the FCC proposed to count programming aired
between 6:00 a.m. and 11:00 p.m. However, it modified this time pe-
riod in response to data showing that many stations were airing chil-
dren's education programming between 6:00 a.m. and 7:00 a.m. when
the child audience was quite small.
184
The last three elements are designed to help parents and children
locate educational programming more easily. Regularly scheduled,
standard-length programming is more likely to be listed in program
guides."8 5 The Commission reasons that if parents have the opportu-
nity to know in advance that a particular program has an educational
and informational focus and when such programs will be shown, they
can encourage their children to watch such programming and thereby
increase audience, ratings, and the incentive of broadcasters to air,
and programmers to supply, more of such programming.
186
The Commission adds that identifying programs as educational
can be as simple as including an icon, and points out that such meth-
ods are used in other countries such as Australia. 187 Identification of
programming as educational is also intended to improve the public's
ability to monitor licensees' efforts and to complain where the public
believes that broadcasters are not meeting their responsibilities. 188
180. Id.
181. Id. at 10704.
182. Id. at 10704-05.
183. Id. at 10705-06.
184. Id.
185. Id. at 10710.
186. Id. at 10711.
187. Id. at 10684-86.
188. Id. at 10682, 10685-86.
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The Order adopts several other provisions designed to increase
public participation. For example, it requires licensees to designate a
children's television liaison to the public, to place reports on their
children's programming in the station's public file on a quarterly
(rather than annual) basis, and to utilize a standardized reporting
form. It also encourages licensees to file electronic reports that could
be made available on the FCC's home page on the World Wide
Web.1
89
The rules regarding on-air identification and program guides,
public file and reporting requirements went into effect on January 2,
1997.190 The new definition of core programming and the processing
guidelines, however, did not take effect until September 1, 1997, when
the new television season began. 191 Stations filing for renewal after
that date will be subject to the new definition and guidelines only for
the portion of their renewal period after September 1, 1997.192 Thus, it
will be 1998 before the first licensee renewal applications subject to
the guidelines will be filed. However, the Commission is also requiring
licensees to file their quarterly program reports on an annual basis for




Lessons from the Australian Experience
We may be able to predict the difficulties likely to be encoun-
tered by the new FCC rules by examining the experience in Australia.
On the most basic level, the Australian experience suggests that a
quantitative minimum can work, even where the amount is more than
twice that in the FCC guidelines.
194
189. Id. at 10690-95. Form 398, to be used for electronic filing of children's program-
ming information may be found on the World Wide Web. See FCC Form 398 Electronic
Filing (visited Jan. 13, 1998) <http://dettifoss.fcc.gov:8080/prod/kidvid/prod/ elecfile.htm>.
190. 1996 Report and Order, 11 F.C.C.R. at 10733.
191. Id. at 10733-34.
192. Id. at 10734.
193. Id. at 10693, 10726.
194. The CTS are more restrictive in other ways as well. Like the FCC guidelines, the
ABA counts only programming aired at certain times. However, the time bands permitted
under the Australian CTS are much narrower than those proposed by the FCC. Also, the
CTS require broadcasters to elect specific time periods, and with certain exceptions, always
air the C or P programming at the elected time. CTS 3(1)(f). The FCC rules do not require
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A. What Programming Counts
In determining what program qualifies as a C or P program, the
Australians have found that programs fail to receive C or P classifica-
tion as a result of problems in three main areas: the program is not
made specifically for children; it does not meet the requirements of a
quality production; or it does not enhance children's understanding
and experience.
1. Designed for Children
In its Information Paper, Background to the CTrS 2 Criteria,195
the ABA notes that:
The issue of age specificity.., has remained one of the most prob-
lematic in children's programming. The ABA is still being asked to
assess programs which betray a lack of understanding of the child's
point of view or which are written from an adult's point of view...
[T]here is a noticeable tendency for drama to be written for the top
end of the age range or to deal with themes more suited to adoles-
cents. Age specificity is the most difficult criterion to meet and is the
reason most often given for rejecting a program for C classifica-
tion.
196
Thus, the ABA cautions that programs submitted for classifica-
tion which have been "produced for a family audience, a preschool
audience or an adolescent audience cannot be classified C. A C classi-
fication is given only to programs whose content and production ap-
proach reflect that they have been designed specifically for the age
range."
19 7
broadcasters to elect any particular time period for showing children's educational pro-
grams.
195. Reprinted in ABA, THE AUSTRALIAN BROADCASTING AUTHORITY'S
STANDARDS CRITERIA FOR A CHILDREN'S PROGRAM, Jan. 1, 1996 [hereinafter Back-
ground to the CTS 2 Criteria] (on file with the Hastings Communications and Entertain-
ment Law Journal). The ABA issued this paper on January 1, 1996, the same date that the
revised CTS took effect.
196. Background to the CTS 2 Criteria, supra note 195, at 2-3. Virtually identical lan-
guage was used in an earlier Information Paper prepared by the Tribunal in its review of
the 1984 standards. AUSTRALIAN BROADCASTING TRIBUNAL INFORMATION PAPER-
REVIEW OF THE CHILDREN'S AND PRESCHOOL CHILDREN'S TELEVISION STANDARDS
INQUIRY (1987), reprinted in KIDZ TV, supra note 7, at 279, 288. Similarly, in 1991, eleven
months after the 1989 Standards took effect, the CPC issued a paper commenting on how
the new criteria were working. It found CTS 2(a)'s requirement that programs be made
specifically for children or groups of children within the primary school age range to be a
problem.
197. Background to the CTS 2 Criteria, supra note 195, at 2.
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For example, the ABA recently decided not to grant Provisional
C classification to a proposed television series "Smiley" for failure to
meet two of the five criteria, including CTS 2(a)'s criterion of being
made specifically for children. As explained by the ABA Chairman,
Peter Webb, "[tihe proposed series would not be discerned by the
child audience as being made specifically for them. [It] is primarily di-
rected at a general family audience."
198
The tendency to program for the top end of the age range or for a
broader audience is not surprising in light of the economics of televi-
sion programming. Because commercial broadcasters make money by
selling audiences to advertisers, they have an incentive to air pro-
gramming that will attract the largest number of viewers desired by
advertisers.199 Children are inherently less attractive to advertisers
than adults because they make up a smaller part of the audience.200
Furthermore, children have less money than adults to spend on ad-
vertised products and are interested in fewer advertised products.201
Educational programming is further disadvantaged in that it is rela-
tively expensive to produce and tends to be targeted to a narrow age
range.202
The FCC found that:
198.1 ABA News Release, No C Classification for Smiley Series, Aug, 6, 1996. at 1.
Specifically, as to the CTS 2(a) criterion, the ABA found:
[Tihe program lacks a child perspective or focus. Smiley tends to serve as a link-
ing device or a prop for the actions or activities of adult characters. Some epi-
sodes would work without Smiley or other child characters. As adult characters
tend to dominate the dialogue and action there is insufficient development of the
character of Smiley and his friends who do not assume pro-active roles. The tar-
get audience may find it difficult to relate or empathise with his character.
Id. at 3.
199. 1996 Report and Order, 11 F.C.C.R. at 10674-76. See also Bruce Watkins, Improv-
ing Educational and Informational Television for Children: When the Marketplace Fails, 5
YALE L. & POL'Y REV. 345, 361 (1987); 1 TASK FORCE REPORT at 28.
200. There are 59.5 million children (age 2-17) in the television audience compared to
122.2 million adults (age 18-49). Report and Order, 11 F.C.C.R. at 10675 (citing Nielsen
Estimated Persons in TV Households, Jan. 1995). See also 1 TASK FORCE REPORT, supra
note 82, at 29-30.
201. The major advertisers to children are toy and snack food marketers. In a 1992
study of children's television advertising, toys accounted for 33% of advertisements di-
rected at children, cereals/breakfast foods 22%, and snack foods and drinks 18%. Dale
Kunkel, Children's Television Advertising in the Multichannel Environment, 42 J. COMM.
134 (1992).
202. For example, teenagers are unlikely to be interested in Sesame Street. Likewise,
programs that require reading, such as Ghost Writers, are of little interest to pre-schoolers.
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the combination of these market forces ... can create economic
disincentives for commercial broadcasters with respect to educa-
tional programming. Broadcasters who desire to provide substantial
children's educational programming may face economic pressure not
to do so because airing a substantial amount of educational pro-
gramming may place that broadcaster at a competitive disadvantage
compared to those who do very little.
203
The use of a guideline will likely ameliorate the problem of penal-
izing broadcasters who do present educational programming. How-
ever, it does not eliminate the market incentive to maximize the num-
ber of viewers and especially to reach those older viewers who are
interested in more products and have more money to spend. Indeed,
this tendency may be even stronger in the United States. For pro-
gramming purposes, FCC rules define children as up to age sixteen,
while the Australians define children for purposes of the CTS as under
fourteen.2°4 Stations in the United States may be tempted to program
for older teens, hoping also to draw an audience of young adults.
20 5
Thus, the FCC and the public should monitor programming claimed to
be "core" to insure that it is specifically designed for children rather
than aimed at young adults and families.
2. Consideration of Quality
The ABA found that some programs failed to meet CTS 2(c)'s
requirement that programs be "well produced using sufficient re-
sources to ensure a high standard of script, cast, direction, editing,
shooting, sound and other production elements."
20 6
The ABA has interpreted this standard to mean "the skillful and
professional use of sufficient resources in all areas of production from
initial research of the concept, style and target audience, through the
crafting and editing of the script and on to the final on-screen presen-
203. 1996 Report and Order, 11 F.C.C.R. at 10676.
204. 47 C.F.R. § 73.671(c); CTS 1(1).
205. In fact, on one of the major networks, NBC, all of the core programming is de-
signed for adolescents. Lawrie Mifflin, To Fulfill a Children's Educational TV Quota, Eve-
rything Old Becomes New Again, N.Y. TIMES, Feb. 10, 1997, at D8. An additional reason
why stations might choose to target teens is that programming designed for teens-unlike
that intended for children 12 and under-is not subject to the advertising limits. 47 C.F.R. §
73.670 (1996) (advertising on children's programming is limited to 10.5 minutes per hour
on weekends and 12 minutes per hour on weekdays).
206. Background to the CTS 2 Criteria at 4-5. The CPC found the same problem in its
1991 review. See KIDz TV, supra note 7, at 94.
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tation. In this regard, the question of resources is no different from
that of quality family or adult programs."
20 7
The ABA has found problems with scripts that are "thin, deriva-
tive, too long to engage and sustain a child audience, too focused on
adults or adult issues, or which contain gratuitous violence or unsafe
practices for children," and in casting, "with wooden performances by
.major characters resulting in implausible characterization. '"20 8 In the
Smiley case discussed above, the ABA found the program deficient
under the quality criterion because of "weaknesses in the submitted
scripts demonstrated by a confused time setting and dated storylines,
poor characterizations, unrealistic language, unclear character and
plot development, an adult focus, superficial treatment of themes and
issues, and slow paced storylines which lack dramatic impact.
20 9
The quality of children's educational programming has likewise
been a source of concern in the United States.21 0 The FCC's new
guidelines may exacerbate that concern. Proponents of these guide-
lines have argued that having a quantitative guideline will create a
"marketplace for new, innovative programming aimed at educating,
informing, and entertaining children and youth." '211 Some in the indus-
try, however, have argued that given the fixed amount of resources a
station will devote to children's programming, a quantitative require-
ment will force it to spend less per program, with consequent lower
quality.2
12
Historically, the United States has refused to consider issues of
quality.213 Indeed, the NPRM identifies as a "first principle.., that
judgments of the quality of a licensee's programming, educational or
otherwise, are best made by the audience, not by the federal govern-
ment., 214 It explains that "it is not necessary for the Commission to
evaluate the quality of children's programming if the public has suffi-
cient opportunity-through information-to play an active role in as-
suring that the ultimate goals of the statute are achieved.
'215
207. Background to the CTS 2 Criteria, supra note 195, at 4-5.
208. Id. at 5.
209. ABA Press Release, supra note 198 (quoting ABA Chairman Peter Webb).
210. See, e.g., CME STUDY, supra note 9, at 13-14.
211. Watkins, supra note 199, at 371.
212. See, e.g., Comments of Capital Cities/ABC, Inc., MM Dkt. No. 93-48 (filed Oct.
16, 1995) at 43-44.
213. See, e.g., 1984 Order, 96 F.C.C.2d at 649.
214. NPRM, 10F.C.C.R. at6310.
215. Id. at 6321.
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It remains to be seen whether parental pressure and market
forces will take care of quality concerns. If programs are of low qual-
ity, children will not watch them. Because broadcasters seek the larg-
est possible audience for advertisers, they have at least some incentive
to devote resources to a quality program. 216 But if they do not and
members of the public complain, it is unclear what the FCC will do
about it.
While it is worthwhile for the FCC to consider other ways to en-
courage high quality programs, it is unlikely that U.S. courts would
find a regulation modeled on the Australian children's television stan-
dards constitutional. Indeed, it is difficult to imagine that any court
would allow the FCC to refuse to count programs because of weak
characterizations or slow paced storylines, as the ABA did in the case
of Smiley. These types of judgments would be seen as interfering with
the editorial discretion of broadcasters. Yet, Australia also considers
whether sufficient resources are available for children's programs and
whether production values are equivalent to adult programming under
CTS (2)(c). These more objective and verifiable criteria may merit
further investigation by the FCC, should quality become an issue in
the future.
3. Enhancing the Child's Experience
CTS 2(d) requires that the program "enhances a child's under-
standing and experience." However, this criterion "does not mean that
the program must be 'worthy' or 'educational."' 217 It does mean "that
children should walk away from the program with something added to
their experience or perspective, e.g., a view of friendship, family rela-
tionships, school, peer pressure, role models, emotions."
218
216. Whether a licensee cares if children watch is partly a function of the time the pro-
gramming is aired. See 1 TASK FORCE REPORT, supra note 82, at 78. If broadcasters could
get away with airing children's programs at times when few children (or adults) are watch-
ing anyhow, say at 5:00 a.m., they would have little incentive to create or acquire attractive
programming. Thus, the FCC's decision to count only programming aired after 7:00 a.m. is
important to promoting quality programs for children. Another proposal intended to foster
quality programming, which was not adopted, was to give broadcasters more credit for
highly rated shows. See NPRM, 10 F.C.C.R. at 6340. While this proposal might provide an
incentive for high production values, it could also undermine the goal of age-specific edu-
cational programming.
217. Background to the CI'S 2 Criteria, supra note 195, at 5.
218. Id. For example, in a recent Statement of Reasons for refusal to classify a program
as a C program, the ABA explained why the program failed to satisfy the requirements of
CTS 2(d):
The plot is simplistic or banal with the nineteenth century tale being of dubious
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The ABA notes a "misconception among some producers that
the ABA demands 'worthiness' at the expense of entertainment.
Nothing is further from the truth. 2 19 It goes on to explain that it is
looking for elements such as a good story, humor, unpredictability,
and appropriate pace. 2 ° Indeed, CTS 2(b) specifically requires C pro-
gramming to be entertaining.
While the Australians do not require programming to be educa-
tional,221 it seems that their concept of "enhancing a child's under-
standing and experience" is not all that different from the FCC's
broad definition of educational programming.22 2 In practice, it appears
that entertainment programs with little or no educational value are
not classified as C or P programs.223 Conversely, the American-made
programs that have been classified as C by the ABA are virtually all
programs that would be considered educational in the United
States.
224
Just as the Australians have had producers seek classification for
programs that do not enhance children's experience or understanding,
historical value. The characters are stereotypical and lack depth. There are no
views of friendship or suitable role models that would benefit the child audience.
The Authority considers that the storyline that a British Queen should be given a
priceless diamond by an African tribal chief, with no explanation, does not en-
hance a child's understanding of these times. There are no real themes or con-
cepts explored which would benefit a child audience.
E-mail from Liz Gilchrist of the ABA to Angela Campbell (May 28, 1997) (on file with the
Hastings Communications and Entertainment Law Joumal).
219. Background to the CTS 2 Criteria, supra note 195, at 4.
220. Id.
221. Indeed, a prominent Australian advocate for children's television finds the U.S.'s
concern with educational programming to be odd: "My biggest puzzle when I visited the
United States [in May 1989 when children's television bills were under consideration] was
to find out why there was such a high emphasis on 'educational' in the push for better kids
TV (when we were aiming for entertaining and enhancing a child's experience)." Facsimile
from Barbara Biggins to Angela Campbell (May 4,1997) (on file with author).
222. In fact, until changed in 1996, children's educational and informational program-
ming was defined as "any television programming which furthers the positive development
of children... in any respect... including the child's... social/emotional needs." See su-
pra text accompanying notes 172-74.
223. See, e.g., SUNDAY TELEGRAPH (TV Extra), at 30 (Mar. 5-11, 1995) (listing Mighty
Morphin Power Rangers, Garfield and Friends, Animaniacs, Beetlejuice, Batman, and Tiny
Toon Adventures as G programs).
224. See, e.g., Programs Classified by the ABA in 1996, ABA UPDATE, Feb. 1997, at 17
(all of the C classified programs originating in the United States were either programs
shown on PBS stations, such as Wishbone and the Magic School Bus, or are generally rec-
ognized as children's educational programming, such as Bobby's World and Jack Hanna's
Animal Adventures).
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the FCC should be on guard for claims from broadcasters falsely
deeming programs "educational" when clearly they are not. At the
same time, since programming must be entertaining to be effective,
the Commission should monitor whether educational programs aired
to meet the guideline are, in fact, attractive to children.
B. Classification
One of the most controversial issues arising in connection with
the children's television standards in Australia has been the question
of who makes the classification. In seeking judicial review of the 1984
Children's Television Standards, broadcasters challenged the regula-
tory body's authority to classify a program as C before a licensee
could claim credit for it.225 The broadcasters argued in the Federal
Court of Australia that "any system of prior classification amounts to
the censorship of program material, a power not given in general
terms to the Tribunal.
226
The Court rejected the argument that prior classification consti-
tuted censorship because the decision not to classify a program as "C"
did not prevent its transmission.227 Moreover, the Court saw no reason
to prohibit preclassification. The effect of striking down the preclassi-
fication requirement would be to leave licensees free to make their
own judgments as to whether programs met standards. If the Tribunal
disputed a licensee's judgment, the matter could be raised at the next
license renewal application. Alternatively, a licensee could seek a
declaration from the Court as to whether the program met the CTS 2
criteria prior to broadcasting.
228
225. The presclassification requirement for C programs, however, predated the adop-
tion of the 1984 standards. It was recommended in the 1977 Self-Regulation Inquiry and
implemented by the ABT in 1978-79. See 1977 REPORT, supra note 19, at 18-19. Preclassi-
fication of P programs, however, was not proposed until 1989 (and implemented in 1992),
even though Preschool Television Standards were adopted in 1984. KIDZ TV, supra note 7,
at 14. In requiring preclassification of P programs, the Tribunal said that it considered pre-
school children:
a significant part of the child audience. They have very specific needs and care
and resources must be provided for the production of their programs. The Tribu-
nal is of the view that, just as for C programs, the requirement for preclassifica-
tion ... will ensure that P programs also meet the standard of quality and suitabil-
ity required.
DECISIONS AND REASONS (Nov. 1989) reprinted in KIDZ TV, supra note 7, at 34.
226. Herald-Sun TV Pty. Ltd. v. Australian Broad. Tribunal (1984) 55 A.L.R. 53, 61,
61/2 FCR 24, 31.
227. Id. at 32.
228. Id.
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The Court concluded that the purpose of reserving C time for
children is better served by judging program suitability in advance
rather than dealing with transgressions after the event. It explained
that:
certainty in operation is important.... [I]t is better for a licensee to
know in advance that his judgment as to the compliance of a particu-
lar program with the CTS 2 criteria is not shared by the Tribunal
than to be faced with this grievance upon a renewal application
months or years later.
229
The full Federal Court affirmed this ruling in a two-to-one deci-
sion.230 However, the High Court reversed.231 It found that while the
Broadcasting and Television Act of 1942 empowered the ABT to de-
termine "that only programs which meet the standards determined for
children's programs should be televised within particular hours,.., it
does not give the Tribunal power to decide that a particular program
should not be shown during those hours." 232 An Act of Parliament
amended the Broadcasting and Television Act to give the ABT the
authority to decide whether particular children's television programs
comply with the standards.
233
Initially, the Tribunal relied on the Children's Program Commit-
tee to review programs and scripts and make recommendations as to
whether a program met the criteria. However, in March 1992, the Tri-
bunal abolished the CPC. The Tribunal's official explanation for dis-
229. Id. at 33. The Court also rejected the other argument made by the broadcasters
that the CTS standards were "subjective," while the ABT's authority was limited to
adopting "objective" standards. Id. at 27-31.
230. Herald-Sun TV Pty. Ltd. v. Australian Broad. Tribunal (1984) 57 A.L.R. 309.
Judge McGregor observed that it is well-known that television programs are prepared in
advance and that a "failure to evaluate programs prior to transmission might well be
thought to be inconsistent with the implementation of a policy of fixing standards." Id. at
318. Judge Davies viewed the prohibition of broadcasting non-C programs between 4:00
and 5:00 p.m. Mon.-Fri. as within the Tribunal's power to determine the hours during
which programs may be transmitted. Id. at 322-23. In dissent, Judge Morling found the
provision to be censorship because it "restricts the right of a licensee to transmit a program
that meets all the Standards laid down in CTS 2. Even if a program is a C program the li-
censee may not transmit it unless a sample of it has been classified by the Tribunal." Id. at
326.
231. Herald-Sun TV Pty. Ltd. v. Australian Broad. Tribunal (1985) 156 C.L.R. 1.
232. Id. at 527.
233. Broadcasting and Television Legislation Amendment Act of 1985, 1 6 (adding to §
16 new sub-section (5)). See also Children's TV to be Classified, AUST. FIN. REV., Jan. 9,
1986.
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banding the CPC was that its process was too slow.234 However, others
have claimed that the CPC was disbanded in response to public uproar
manufactured by broadcasters over the refusal of the Tribunal, pursu-
ant to a CPC recommendation, to classify some popular children's
programs as C programs.
235
234. According to the ABT Annual Report:
In June 1991 the Tribunal reviewed the operation of the [CPC] and made a num-
ber of determinations intended to streamline the assessment and classification
process....
The Tribunal continued to monitor the operations of the committee based as-
sessment system over the succeeding months. However, continuing difficulties
and delays in the system lead [sic] to a further review in March 1992 where it was
decided to disband the committee and move to internal assessment proce-
dures.... The new procedures are based on staff assessment of programs by Tri-
bunal staff, with recourse to specialist consultants for advice on an 'as needed'
basis. This means that most programs can be dealt with promptly under simplified
procedures, rather than having every application processed under a committee
system tied to a monthly meeting schedule. The new procedures have simplified
and streamlined the assessment and classification process.
ABT ANNUAL REPORT 1991-92, at 57.
235. According to Patricia Edgar, one of the leading advocates for children's television
in Australia:
When Fat Cat failed to meet the Australian Broadcasting Tribunal's children's
television standards and four episodes of Skippy had the same fate, it did not
mean they had been banned, but merely the networks could not count them
among the minimum number of hours they must show of children's programming.
Yet it sparked a debate which involved a campaign by the Nine Network and led
to the Australian Broadcasting Tribunal disbanding the Children's Program
Committee which has monitored and advised on children's programming for the
past 14 years....
According to Edgar, the networks had reluctantly complied with the C classification insti-
tuted in 1979 "until they saw their chance [:]"
That came in the form of a new broadcasting bill, a new minister, and a system
within the tribunal that was clearly in need of a procedural shake-up. The com-
merical networks rarely work together. They are true competitors. But this time
they got their act together in a most impressive way. Fat Cat, a Seven Network
programme, had been rejected by the CPC last year and Seven, despite its frus-
trations, had produced another pre-school programme which had been approved,
the Book Place. That was on air attracting a bigger audience than Fat Cat had,
when suddenly Fat Cat became a cause Celebre. "Fat Cat banned" screamed the
headlines and we saw the poor anthropoid paraded in a coffin before the Nine
Network's television cameras carried by "Humphrey B. Bear" no less, who laid a
wreath at the tribunal's door. The public had no time to recover from this appar-
ent assault on free speech and democracy when Nine exposed the latest outrage.
Skippy it seemed was banned too-although it emerged that only some scripts
were not up to scratch-the boring facts of the matter weren't evident in the press
reports for a time. None of that biased use of the public's airwaves was very
suprising to anyone who knew the history. What was suprising was the tribunal's
response. No one from the tribunal defended the process that has achieved much
for Australia and children; they promptly abolished it.
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Currently, all C and P programs must be classified by the ABA
before they are broadcast.2 36 Applications are initially assessed by of-
ficers of the ABA's Children's Television subsection. They either rec-
ommend that the program be granted classification or seek further
advice from specialist advisors, which include production industry
consultants and child development experts.237 The final decision is
made by an ABA member. Classification is good for five years before
it has to be renewed. If classification is refused, the ABA provides the
applicant with a confidential statement of the reasons. 23 The ABA
has found this process works well.
239
Patricia Edgar, Networks Claw Back Kid's TV, AUST. FIN. REV., May 26, 1992.
236. See How Children's Programs are Classified, ABA UPDATE, Mar. 1997, at 11
[hereinafter How Children's Programs are Classified]. The classification categories are 1)
Provisional C; 2) C classification; 3) C Australian drama ("CAD"); and 4) C Australian
drama at pre-production stage. Provisional classification is for proposed programs or those
in initial production stages and may be useful when obtaining pre-sale agreements or
funding. However, if granted provisional classification, another application must be filed to
gain full classification. All other programs are classified G, PG, M or MA by the licensee.
Id.
237. Applications for P classification are routinely sent to specialist consultants, usually
two early childhood experts. See Id. at 12.
238. See id. Programs refused classification can be resubmitted, but the producers must
make a genuine effort to address reasons for failure. ABA staff are available to meet with
prospective applicants to discuss proposals. See id.
239. The ABA Annual Report for 1992-1993 found that staff assessment
procedures have now been in operation for more than a year and have proven to
be a success in terms of improved client service, much reduced material require-
ments for applications, reduced processing time and the provision to applicants of
more timely and comprehensive reports of decisions and reasons on applications.
ABA ANNUAL REPORT 1992-93, at 65.
During the period October 5, 1992, to June 30, 1993, the ABA considered 55 applica-
tions. Of these, 1 program was classified P, 8 were classified provisional P, 14 were classi-
fied C, 19 classified as CAD and 13 were refused classification. See ABA ANNUAL
REPORT 1992-93, at 65. In 1993-94, the ABA classified 17 C, 69 CAD, 5 Provisional C and
6 P programs. 12 applications were refused classification and 27 applications were with-
drawn. See ABA ANNUAL REPORT 1993-94, at 38. In 1994-95, the ABA classified 24 C, 7
CAD, 7 provisional C programs and one P program. 23 applications were refused classifi-
cation and 1 application was withdrawn. See ABA ANNUAL REPORT, 1994-95, at 49. In
1995-96 the ABA classified 17 C, 13 CAD, 9 provisional C, 6 P and 2 provisional P pro-
grams. Classification was refused for 22 programs and I application was withdrawn. See
ABA ANNUAL REPORT 1995-96, at 48.
Although the ABA believes the process works well, it is not without its critics. Bar-
bara Biggins, a children's television advocate and a former member of the CPC, has stated
that abolishing the CPC was a mistake that would result in the lowering of standards. See
Simon Mann, Impact of Exposure of Television on Children, THE AGE, June 24, 1992.
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In the United States, the FCC does not assess whether a program
is educational or informational in advance. Indeed, the FCC has never
even questioned the validity of any claim that a particular program
serves children's educational needs in assessing license renewals under
the CTA. Members of the public could have challenged such a claim
under the rules adopted in 1991. However, in practice, such challenges
were not worthwhile because the licensee was not required to air any
specific amount of children's educational programming.240 Now that
the FCC has adopted a quantitative processing guideline, dissatisfied
viewers have more incentive to bring a license renewal challenge. It is
likely that the FCC will have to judge whether programs door do not
meet the criteria at some point.
Suppose a station applying for license renewal lists "Teenage Mu-
tant Ninja Turtles" as one of the programs counting toward the guide-
line.241 Assume that the program meets criteria two through six.
242
Under the first criterion, there is no dispute that the program is de-
signed for children. The station claims the program meets children's
educational needs because it teaches that good triumphs over evil, and
includes pro-social messages about the value of friendship and the im-
portance of telling the truth. A parents' group challenges the license
renewal claiming that "Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles" should not
qualify as a core program because it does not have educating or in-
forming children as a significant purpose. How can the Commission
resolve this dispute?
240. See supra text accompanying notes 139-42.
241. In fact, stations have done just that in the past. See Dale Kunkel & Julie Canepa,
Broadcasters' License Renewal Claims Regarding Children's Educational Programming, J.
BROADCASTING & ELECTRONIC MEDIA 407 (Fall 1994). See also IPR/CME STUDY, supra
note 146, at 6 (finding that stations had claimed as educational programs such as Tiny Toon
Adventures, Bucky 0-Hare, Tale Spin, Ducktales, Chip 'n Dale Rescue Rangers, Casper,
and GI Joe). While both the Kunkel and CME findings were based on the first renewal
applications filed after the CTA took effect, recent renewal applications suggest that
broadcasters are continuing to claim entertainment programs as educational. See Harry A.
Jessell & Jessica Sandlin, TV License Renewal '96, BROADCASTING & CABLE, June 17,
1996, at 10 (citing a television station in Charleston, West Virginia that claimed as educa-
tional, Happy Ness, Secret of the Loch because "[w]hen an underwater volcano threatens to
explode Happy Land, the McJoys and Happy News.., wind up in NYC, where Happy
Loch sets about her new mission to 'spread happiness' to the rest of the world." Other pro-
grams cited as educational included Dr. Quinn, Medicine Woman, Touched by an Angel,
and episodes of Rosanne).
242. See supra text accompanying notes 166-71.
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The FCC still has no real definition as to what "educational and
informational" means.24 3 The FCC needs to provide more guidance, or
at least develop some case law, as to what constitutes educational and
informational programming.
Even assuming that the FCC can judge whether "Teenage Mutant
Ninja Turtles" has educating or informing children as a significant
purpose, the timing of this decision-at license renewal-is problem-
atic. Since license terms were recently extended to eight years,244 a
station may make unreasonable core programming claims for up to
eight years before the FCC can do anything about it. Eight years is a
long time in the life of a child, and the opportunity to educate and in-
form many children will have been lost.
This problem suggests that it might be better for the FCC to fol-
low the Australian model in which the regulatory authority (or an ad-
visory committee established by that authority) makes the determina-
tion as to whether a program meets the criteria before it can be
counted toward the minimum. The reasoning of the Australian Fed-
eral Court in Herald-Sun-that preclassification does not amount to
censorship because failure to preclassify does not prevent a program
from airing-would seem to apply equally in the United States.
245
Moreover, preclassification would avoid a great deal of uncertainty
and minimize broadcasters' risk.
To avoid this type of uncertainty in other contexts, some broad-
casters have sought and obtained from the FCC declaratory rulings as
to whether a particular program falls within a certain category.246 Yet,
the FCC has never mandated that broadcasters have programming
categorized by the government.
243. See supra notes 173-176 and accompanying text.
244. See Implementation of Section 203 of The Telecommunications Act of 1996
(Broadcast License Terms) Sections 73.1020, 74.15, 12 F.C.C.R. 1720 (1997).
245. See Herald-Sun TV Pty. Ltd. v. Australian Broad. Tribunal (1984) 55 A.L.R. 53,
61.
246. For example, the FCC has frequently determined whether certain programs are
"news" programs and hence exempt affording equal opportunities to political candidates
under § 315 of the Communications Act. See, e.g., King World Prods. Inc., 9 F.C.C.R. 6394
(1994) (FCC grants request for declaratory ruling, classifying programs Inside Edition and
American Journal as "bona fide newscasts"); Oliver Productions Inc., 3 F.C.C.R. 6642
(1988) (segments of The McLaughlin Group qualify for "bona fide news broadcast" ex-
emptions.) However, the FCC has refused to give advance rulings on whether particular




Even permitting broadcasters to seek declaratory judgments
raised First Amendment concerns for one appellate court. National
Association of Independent Television Producers and Distributors. v.
FCC247 involved a constitutional challenge to the Prime Time Access
Rule. The Prime Time Access Rule generally prohibited network af-
filiated television stations in major markets from broadcasting more
than three hours of network programming during the four hours of
prime time.248 However, certain types of programming, including
news, documentaries and children's programming were not counted
toward the three hours of network programming. The petitioner al-
leged that the classifications of exempt programs were too vague. In
rejecting the vagueness challenge, the Second Circuit noted that "[i]f it
were not true that advisory opinions on program content trench upon
censorship, the easy solution would be to recommend that broadcast-
ers avail themselves [of the provisions for declaratory rulings].... But
such ad hoc decisions are not desirable because they suggest a system
of censorship." 249 The Second Circuit concluded that "[s]ince it would
not be in the public interest to institute what could become, in effect, a
system of precensorship, we must leave it to the licensee himself to in-
terpret the program categories in good faith."25
One way to ameliorate censorship objections might be to remove
the role of government in classifying programming. The Children's
Television Workshop, in fact, proposed counting as core programming
only that which was 1) produced with the assistance of independent
educational advisors; 2) created to fulfill explicit written educational
goals; and, 3) evaluated for effectiveness. 251 According to trade press
reports, the draft of the FCC's Order contained a requirement that
core programming be evaluated by "a qualified educational entity,"
but this provision was apparently dropped as part of the compromise
to get broadcaster support.252 The Order does not to require the use of
educational experts, stating that "[a]lthough some broadcasters may
find that experts can provide worthwhile assistance... we prefer to
247. 516 F.2d 526 (2d Cir. 1975).
248. See id.
249. Id. at 540 (emphasis in original).
250. Id.
251. NPRM, 10 F.C.C.R. at 6326. For an elaboration of CTW's proposal, see Gary E.
Knell, The Children's Television Act: Encouraging Positive Television for Our Children, 17
HASTINGS COMM/ENT L.J. 699 (1995).
252. See Ex-NAB TV Chairman Gabbard Proposes Kidvid Compromise to Hundt,
COMM. DAILY, July 25, 1996.
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minimize the burdens and potential intrusions on programming deci-
sions of broadcasters., 253 This language suggests that even preclassifi-
cation by a non-governmental'entity is perceived as burdening broad-
caster speech and may raise constitutional as well as political
objections.
Assuming that preclassification is not viable, the next best thing
would be to provide opportunities for more frequent reviews of a sta-
tion's performance. Not only would this give broadcasters a greater
incentive to comply,254 but it would create a body of precedents more
quickly, which would provide some guidance to broadcasters. Perhaps,
the FCC staff could itself review compliance every year, as the ABA
does.255 Or, the FCC might make it clear that members of the public
could file complaints-and that it would act upon those complaints-
at any time a station was not meeting its obligations.
V
Conclusion
Australia's experience with a children's television quota suggests
that in implementing the new quantitative guideline, broadcasters may
try to count toward the guideline programming that is not specifically
designed for children, is of low quality or is not sufficiently educa-
tional. An Australian-like procedure in which the FCC would deter-
mine in advance what programming counts toward the guideline has
not been adopted and would probably violate the First Amendment's
guarantee of free speech. Instead, the FCC has left it to the licensees
to determine what counts toward the minimum, while permitting
members Of the public to challenge the reasonableness of a licensee's
claims at the end of the license term. The timing of this method pres-
ents practical problems because of the length of time before problems
are addressed.
The Australian experience raises the question of whether, in the
absence of preclassification, a quantitative minimum will lead to the
airing of quality children's educational programming. To maximize
the likelihood that the FCC's new guideline will succeed, I recom-
253. 1996 Report and Order, 11 F.C.C.R. at 10702.
254. Since stations are frequently sold, some stations might be tempted to ignore the
FCC children's television requirements, knowing that they are likely to sell the station be-
fore it comes up for renewal.
255. See supra notes 79-80 and accompanying text. But Cf. 47 U.S.C. § 332(b) (1991)
(requiring FCC to conduct mid-term reviews of television station licensees' compliance
with equal opportunity employment requirements).
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mend that the public and the FCC carefully monitor the claims of
broadcasters during the, next few years to be sure that programming
claimed as educational children's programming is in fact educational,
entertaining and specifically designed for children. I also suggest the
FCC consider providing a more helpful definition of "educational"
and to include in the definition of "core" programming some objective
measurements of program quality. Finally, licensees should be re-
viewed more frequently. This will create a body of precedents defining
the meaning of educational and informational programming, and the
licensees will have a greater incentive to offer quality programming
for children.
